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Dear Delegate

AvMA are delighted to welcome you to the Representing Families at Inquests event.  We hope you find the 
day informative and interesting. AvMA staff will be on hand to help make it so and we hope that the following 
information will help make the event more pleasant and productive.Contact Details at the Conference

The AvMA Registration Desk will be staffed from 08:45 – 17:15.  If you have any queries or emergencies at 
any point during the conference, please go to the registration desk, or ask any member of the AvMA staff for 
assistance.

General Points
To ensure that you receive excellent service whilst attending this event, we would appreciate your co-
operation with the following: 

BADGES:

Please ensure that you wear your badge at all times to help with prompt delivery of messages and as a means 
of identifying you to other delegates. 

QUESTIONS:

Speakers are happy to answer your questions at the end of their presentation.  We would be grateful if you 
could identify yourself and your company before asking your questions. 

DOCUMENTATION:

All documentation received at the time before the event is enclosed within the online documentation pack. 
Any missing papers will either be distributed during the event or be available for download soon after the 
event. Please be assured that AvMA always endeavours to offer a complete set of speaker papers included 
within the documentation pack. However, due to other commitments by our speakers this is not always 
possible.
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MOBILE TELEPHONES:

We would appreciate your co-operation in ensuring that all mobile telephones are switched off in the 
conference room.

RESTROOMS:

There are restrooms located close by the conference room, please contact a member of AvMA staff who will 
direct you to the nearest facilities.

NO SMOKING:

There is strictly no smoking in the conference venue and we would kindly request that if you would like to 
smoke, you will have to go outside. Thank you in advance for your co-operation.

EVALUATION FORMS:

Please be so kind as to complete and hand in the evaluation form before leaving the conference. All delegate 
packs should have an evaluation form in them, but if you cannot locate one then please collect one from the 
registration desk. We are constantly striving to improve our service to you and therefore value your feedback.

CPD CONFIRMATION:

CPD: 6 hours
 (APIL accredited)

SRA competencies: 
Provider ID Number:  1051

The conference code is AC/AvMA 387

Finally, if there are any problems, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Paula Santos

Senior Event Co-ordinator, AvMA



LISA O’DWYER, Director Medico-Legal Services, Action against Medical Accidents 

Lisa qualified as a solicitor in 1993 and specialised in claimant clinical negligence claims before joining AvMA 
in March 2009.  Whilst practising she was a member of the Law Society Clinical Negligence Accreditation 
Scheme.  She is an Accredited Mediator with Centre Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR) and is one of the 
assessors on AvMA’s referral panel.

On joining AvMA Lisa was initially involved in advising and representing families at the Independent Review 
Medical Records at Mid Staffordshire Foundation Trust.  Her involvement with families affected by treatment 
provided by Mid Staffs continued throughout the Public Inquiry chaired by Sir Robert Francis and included 
securing a second inquest into the high-profile death of one of the patients who had attended the A&E 
department.  

In 2010 AvMA set up an Inquest project which Lisa pioneered and developed into the now well established, 
pro bono Inquest Service.  

In September 2013, Lisa was appointed AvMA’s Director Medico-Legal Services, she is responsible for 
overseeing operational management of the Medico-Legal department, although her primary focus is on 
strategic planning.  Her aim is to ensure that the department provides an excellent all-round service, with 
emphasis on client care as well as accurate and appropriate advice and information offered through our 
client facing services.  Making clients feel well served and supported is of paramount importance.

ROSS MCWILLIAMS, Associate Solicitor, Irwin Mitchell Solicitors

Ross is an Associate solicitor in the Irwin Mitchell Medical Negligence team in Leeds. He regularly deals with 
claims involving a wide range of medical conditions and injuries including birth injuries (cerebral palsy), delays 
in diagnosis of cancer, septic arthritis, hospital acquired infections, substandard abdominal and orthopaedic 
surgery, amputations and claims involving pressure sores. Ross has experience acting in fatal cases arising 
from medical negligence and assisting families with the inquest process.

RACHEL YOUNG, Barrister, Ropewalk Chambers

Rachel is a barrister specialising in serious personal injury and clinical negligence. She has a busy practice, 
and she frequently represents families at Inquests, both substantive Inquests and Pre-Inquest Reviews. 
The Inquests are frequently dominated by complex issues of fact, and the question of neglect, inevitably 
incorporating allegations of breach of duty and causation. 

She  also has experience of representing healthcare professionals at Inquests. This brings with the experience 
of knowing how Trusts and their witnesses approach and prepare for Inquests. This is invaluable experience 
to draw upon when representing families in the same setting. 
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LESLEY HERBERTSON, Partner, Potter Rees Solicitors

Lesley is a Partner at Potter Rees Dolan Serious Injury Solicitors, specialising in birth, spinal and acquired brain 
injury work, as well as having many years of experience in handling a variety of other types of high value and 
complex clinical negligence claim, to include: amputation, chronic pain, fatal claims, cauda equina injuries, 
and delayed diagnosis. Lesley regularly deals with multi-million pound cases often involving periodical 
payment orders.

Lesley is a member of the Law Society Clinical Negligence Accredited and AvMA Specialist Clinical Negligence 
Panels. 

ANA SAMUEL, Barrister, Complete Counsel & Assistant Coroner, Birmingham & Solihull

Ana specialises in Clinical Negligence and Inquest Work (both freestanding and those linked to clinical 
negligence and personal injury claims). Ana frequently appears in high value clinical negligence claims 
and high profile inquests, in particular article 2 and jury inquests, on behalf of both Claimants/Family and 
Defendants/IP’s.

Ana has been recommended in Chambers and Partners for Clinical Negligence for the past two years.

Ana is assistant coroner to Birmingham and Solihull and was one of the youngest coroners to be appointed 
in the UK. 

Ana was involved in the judicial review hearings for Chidlow and Maguire, both of which were heard by the 
Divisional Court. 

SAM HARMEL, Barrister, King’s Chambers

Sam practices in the fields of personal injury and clinical negligence. He specialises in civil litigation and 
has considerable experience in employers’ liability, public liability, road traffic collisions, clincial negligence, 
catastrophic injury and fatal claims. 

Year of Call: 2013

MALCOLM BRYANT, Head of Exceptional & Complex Cases, Legal Aid Agency

Malcolm is a qualified lawyer who was appointed Head of High Cost Civil Complex Cases in April 2015.

He has held several roles within legal aid, including heading up both the legal and exceptional funding teams. 
Malcolm worked in the private and third sectors before joining the public sector in 2000 and transferring to 
the Legal Aid Agency in 2013 from its predecessor organisation, the Legal Services Commission.

The post-holder heads up an operational team which makes determinations for legal aid on some of the 
most high profile and complex civil cases. The team is made up of lawyers and non-lawyers and sits within 
the LAA’s case management directorate.
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LAUREN WATSON, Legal Partnerships, Crowd Justice Funding

Lauren is the Legal Partnerships Manager at Legl (legl.com), which simplifies legal services for law firms 
and consumers alike. Lauren works with UK legal service providers to help them to use technology tools 
effectively to support their clients and their practice. Legl’s flagship product, CrowdJustice, has changed 
the way people fund legal matters and enabled thousands of people to get legal advice. CrowdJustice was 
named Technology Product of the Year (2019) by The Lawyer and has been featured in the Financial Times, 
the Guardian and the BBC as a game changer in access to justice.

DOMINIC WOODHOUSE, National Training Manager, PIC

Dominic Woodhouse is both and Advocate and the National Training Manager at PIC. Dominic has specialised

in costs law since 2002, with a particular focus on high valuecomplex clinical negligence actions, industrial 
disease and all forms of employer’s liability. With a focus on the North of England, Dominic has invaluable 
knowledge of various Courts and Regional Costs Judges. 

Since 2013 Dominic has also found he is increasingly appearing at the High Court in London as demand for 
specialist attendance at Costs Case Management Conferences has grown.

Having represented a number of Claimant and Defendant practices over the years, Dominic consistently 
gives balanced views which often assists our clients in deciding whether to compromise or fight on.

With a keen eye for detail, Dominic is a well-regarded educator in the ever-evolving costs industry and is 
often engaged for training by law and costs firms alike.

CHARLES AUSTIN, Barrister, Complete Counsel

Charles has a growing practice in clinical negligence and appears for both Claimants and Defendants at all 
stages from interlocutory hearing through to trial. Prior to completing his pupillage Charles gained a wide 
exposure to complex clinical negligence work and assisted on several matters which reached the Court of 
Appeal.

Charles’ experience includes case of delayed diagnosis, delay in surgical treatment, consent to treatment and 
vaginal mesh implants. Charles also undertakes inquest work associated with clinical negligence.

Charles is currently junior counsel on a group litigation involving oral pregnancy tests which were prescribed 
in the 1950-1960s.

Charles is able to call upon his previous experience as a College Tutor at the University of Cambridge focusing 

on tort law and Researcher at the University of Oxford. Charles’s strong academic background allows him 
to quickly absorb complex material and its interrelation to any given legal framework. As part of this work, 
Charles co-authored the following article ‘She should have died hereafter: when is death caused in law 
by breach of duty?’ Clinical Risk (2015) Vol 21, Issue 5 pp. 87-91, which focused on instances where an 
admitted breach of duty cannot be considered causative of a patient’s death. on tort law and Researcher 
at the University of Oxford. Charles’s strong academic background allows him to quickly absorb complex 
material and its interrelation to any given legal framework. 
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As part of this work, Charles co-authored the following article ‘She should have died hereafter: when is death 
caused in law by breach of duty?’ Clinical Risk (2015) Vol 21, Issue 5 pp. 87-91, which focused on instances 
where an admitted breach of duty cannot be considered causative of a patient’s death.

FIONA BORRILL,  Area Coroner, Manchester City

Solicitor specialising in clinical negligence claims and inquest representation to April 2015.

Appointed Assistant Coroner Manchester City 2013

Area Coroner April 2015 to the present day

PATRICK SADD,  Barrister, Outer Temple

Clinical negligence practitioner for over 25 years. Instructed in clinical related inquests on behalf of families 
including new born deaths, deaths of children in emergency care, suicides in psychiatric care settings, deaths 
in theatre under anesthesia and ensuing related fatal accident act claims. 

Abuse claims acting for claimants suing for compensation in wide range of settings consequent on sexual or 
physical abuse by adults.

Counsel to the Jersey Child Abuse Inquiry 2016 ; Counsel to the investigation of the sexual abuse of children 
in the care of the Nottingham Councils (2017-2019) - part of IICSA 
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AvMA Specialist Clinical Negligence Panel Meeting
Afternoon of Thursday 5th December 2019, RSA House, London
The annual meeting for AvMA Specialist Clinical Negligence Panel members provides the opportunity to 
meet, network and discuss the latest key developments and issues facing clinical negligence law. This year’s 
meeting will take place on the afternoon of Thursday 5th December. Registration and a networking lunch 
will commence at 12.30, with the meeting starting at 13.30 and closing at approximately 17.15. AvMA’s 
Christmas Drinks Reception, which is also open to non-panel members, will take place immediately after 
the meeting, also at RSA House. The event provides an excellent opportunity to catch up with friends, 
contacts and colleagues for some festive cheer! Booking will open in September but put this date in your 
diary now!

AVMA CHRISTMAS DRINKS RECEPTION
Evening of Thursday 5th December 2019, RSA House, London
AvMA’s Christmas Drinks Reception will this year take place at the at the beautiful, award-winning RSA 
House, just off The Strand in central London (https://www.thersa.org/hire-rsa-house). The event will start 
from 17.15 and provides an excellent opportunity to catch up with friends, contacts and colleagues for 
some festive cheer! Booking will open in September but put this date in your diary now!

MEDICO-LEGAL ISSUES IN CARDIOLOGY, CARDIAC AND VASCULAR SURGERY
11 December 2019, Irwin Mitchell Solicitors, London
With an estimated, 7.4 million people are living with heart and circulatory disease in the UK and are more 
than 100,000 hospital admissions each year due to heart attacks (British Heart Foundation, 2019).

Failure to assess, diagnose and treat appropriately, followed by issues related to consent and procedure 
complications, are the common causes of cardiovascular claims. Therefore, it is essential that as clinical 
negligence practitioners you develop your knowledge in Cardiology, Cardiac and Vascular Surgery to better 
represent your clients.

Leading experts will navigate critical areas and the latest advances in cardiology, cardiothoracic and 
vascular surgery covering medico-legal issues in congenital heart disease, the role of angioplasty in the 
treatment of myocardial infarction, Cardiac surgery, Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms and Cardiac arrhythmias. 
The event will close with a discussion of Quantum in cardiology cases.

Forthcoming Conferences and EventsForthcoming Conferences and Events
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CLINICAL NEGLIGENCE: LAW PRACTICE & PROCEDURE
30-31 January 2020, Birmingham 
This is the course for those who are new to the specialist field of clinical negligence. The event is especially 
suitable for trainee and newly qualified solicitors, paralegals, legal executives and medico-legal advisors, 
and will provide the fundamental knowledge necessary to develop a career in clinical negligence. Expert 
speakers with a wealth of experience will cover all stages of the investigative and litigation process relating 
to clinical negligence claims from the claimants’ perspective. 

COURT OF PROTECTION CONFERENCE
26 March 2020, Hilton City Leeds
Since its inception in 2007, the Court of Protection has made a crucial decisions to try to protect the 
well-being of vulnerable individuals. In a rapdily-evolving legal environment. AvMA’s third annual Court of 
Protection conference will examine the current state of litigation and the challenges and responsibilities 
facing those who work in this important area.

The conference programme will be availalbe and booking will open in December. For details on 
sponsorship and exhibition opportunities please contact conferences@avma.org.uk

32ND ANNUAL CLINICAL NEGLIGENCE CONFERENCE
25-26 June 2020, Bournemouth International Centre
We are delighted to announce that #ACNC2020 will take place on Thursday 25-Friday 26 June at the 
Bournemouth International Centre. The Welcome Event will take place on the evening of Wednesday 24 
June at Level8ight The Sky Bar the Hilton Bournemouth. Sponsorship and exhibition package details are 
now availalbe, early bird delegate booking will open in early 2020 

and the full conference programme will be availalbe in March. Look out for further details soon and please 
email conferences@avma.org.uk should you have any queries in the meantime.

For further details of our events:

www.avma.org.uk/events Tel: 020 3096 1140 e-mail: conferences@avma.org.uk
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Medico-legal information at your fingers tips
Working on a client file and looking for more information to assist you with your case? AvMA’s medico-legal webinars give you 
immediate access to leading specialists speaking on subjects ranging from interpreting blood test results to medico-legal issues in 
surgery and many more besides! 

Over 40 key subjects from UK’s leading authorities on medico-legal issues
Featuring some of the UK’s leading authorities on medico-legal issues, AvMA’s webinars bring you all the benefits of a specialist 
targeted seminar. 

When and where you need
The webinars can be watched at a time convenient to you, all without having to leave your office. You can watch the video as many 
times as you want, download the slides and extras materials to aid your learning.

Best value:
Sign up for an Annual Webinar Subscription with access to over medico-legal 40 titles to all your clinical negligence team from just 
£1200 + VAT 

AvMA Lawyers’ Service Rate
Single Viewer

£49.00 +VAT 

Multiple Viewers 
£150.00+VAT

Annual Subscription 
£1200.00+VAT

Standard Rate
Single Viewer

£65.00+VAT

Multiple Viewer

£195.00+VAT

Annual Subscription 
£1900.00+VAT 

access to one webinar title 
for one viewer for 60 days

access to one webinar title 
for more than one viewer 
for 60 days

group access to the entire 
library for 12 months

Get access now – www.avma.org.uk/learning 

Please email paulas@avma.org.uk  or call 020 3096 1140 for further details.

AvMA Medico-legal webinars 
Instant access to leading medico-legal webinars from just £49 + VAT per webinar!



How AvMA can help
Online ticketing
Lighten the load of organising bookings for your event by 
letting AvMA manage ticket sales for you. We can provide 
secure online booking on a dedicated webpage, handle 
payments and provide a complete guest list for you.

Publicising your event
We can promote your event to our clients and lawyer 
service members through dedicated mailings, social 
media posts and word of mouth recommendations, 
helping you to reach a wide audience of potential guests.

Use of the AvMA brand
We can provide logos, banners, presentations and other 
marketing materials to promote the charitable aims of 
your event and encourage more people to attend and 
support AvMA

Expert speakers
Members of AvMA staff, patrons and trustees can attend 
your event to give a speech, lend their support or simply 
network with your guests.

Hold an event for AvMA
Help support AvMA while raising goodwill and awareness for your organisation

From golf days and bike rides to curry nights and 
quiz nights,  holding an event on behalf of AvMA 
can bring great benefits to both you and us. And 
we are on hand to offer advice and support to 
help your event run smoothly. So whether your 
focus is on business objectives (networking 
with clients and colleagues, reaching a new 
audience, building customer loyalty) or purely 
philanthropic, we can help you to make your 
event a real success.

Get in touch
To find out more about how AvMA can work with you to 
create a really exciting event for your firm, please contact 
Jane Smythson for an informal chat.

Email: fundraising@avma.org.uk

Tel: 020 8688 9555

GOLF DAYS

OR CHOOSE YOUR OWN EVENT…

GOLF DAYS

DINNERS AND RECEPTIONS

SPORTING CHALLENGES

OR CHOOSE YOUR OWN EVENT…

GOLF DAYS

DINNERS AND RECEPTIONS

SPORTING CHALLENGES

SOCIAL GATHERINGS



Practice Management and Fee Support for
Barristers at a lower cost than the traditional
Chambers model

No ‘buy in’

24/7 PA support

Strong relationships with clients

Outstanding Service from a
team of experienced
Clerks.
 

•

•

•

•

•



For 21 years, PIC has been  
the primary claimant-only 
costs specialist in the civil 
litigation market.

YOUR FEES RECOVERED, FAST

www.pic.legal

COSTS BUDGETING EXPERTS

HIGHEST PROFIT COSTS RECOVERY

QUICK FILE TURNAROUND

we promise...

03458 72 76 78
info@pic.legal
@PIC_Legal  
pic.legal

PIC Head Office 
Robson House 
4 Regent Terrace 
Doncaster 
South Yorkshire 
DN1 2EE
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08:45 REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS

09:20 CHAIR’S INTRODUCTION 

09:30 AN UPDATE ON AVMA’S PRO-BONO INQUEST 
SERVICE
LISA O’DWYER, Director Medico-Legal Services, 
Action against Medical Accidents

09:50 PREPARATION FOR INQUEST
• Client care and managing the family’s expectations
• Taking the family’s evidence: What did the 

family witness? What were they expecting to 
happen? What are their concerns? Drafting 
the statements and giving evidence

• Looking at funding options
• The post-mortem: Challenging the post-

mortem; second post-mortem; secondary 
examination of tissue samples.

• What to do when the coroner doesn’t open an inquest
ROSS MCWILLIAMS, Associate Solicitor, Irwin 
Mitchell Solicitors

10:30 PREPARING FOR THE PRE-INQUEST REVIEW
• Things to consider: 

 - Scope of inquest
 - Requesting witnesses

• PIR Advocacy tips for the solicitor practitioner
RACHEL YOUNG, Barrister, Ropewalk Chambers

11:00 REFRESHMENTS

11:15 DISCLOSURE
• Obligations to disclose and management by coroners
• Typical documents to consider on disclosure

 - Medical records – what records can be 
asked for and which ones are required

 - Other reports to consider 
 - Use of hospital policies and guidelines
 - Duty of candour letters

• Serious Incident reports

• Obtaining disclosure of statements used to 
prepare SIR – is there an obligation to disclose?
LESLEY HERBERTSON, Partner, Potter Rees Solicitors 

12:05 EXPERT EVIDENCE
• When should a coroner appoint an independent 

medical expert? The art of persuasion and 
when to ask for a court-appointed expert

• Instructing the expert: Considerations for the 
coroner’s court, not civil claim. Timing of the report. 
How to manage your expert evidence: Issues for 
consideration when disclosing expert evidence 

• How to deal with causation when there is 
no clear cause of death: a discussion of the 
principles arising from R (on the application of 
Chidlow) v HM Senior Coroner for Blackpool 
and Fylde Divisional Court [2019] EWCH 581 
ANA SAMUEL, Barrister, Complete Counsel, & 
Assistant Coroner, Birmingham & Solihull

12:35 ARTICLE 2
• Jamieson vs Article 2
• When is Article 2 engaged? A look at the cases of 

De Souza Lopes de Sousa Fernandes v Portugal 
(2018) 66 EHRR 28, Parkinson R (Parkinson) v 
Kent Senior Coroner [2018] EWHC 1501 (Admin), 
[2018] 4 WLR 106; Maguire and discussion 
around systemic failings or simple negligence 

• Private hospitals: Can an Article 2 investigation extend 
to a private hospital where care was funded by NHS? 

• Benefits of an Article 2 inquest: Coroner’s 
narrative conclusions and language used
SAM HARMEL, Barrister, King’s Chambers 

13:05 LUNCH

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME



13:55 FUNDING FOR INQUESTS
• Legal Help and Legal Aid

 - An overview of Lord Chancellors Exceptional 
Funding Guidance; what difference has 
the 2018 changes to the guidance made in 
practice? To what extent is the discretion 
to waive the requirement for financial 
means testing being exercised?

 - Wider public interest determinations: 
what are these?

 - Who is a family member for 
LAA eligibility purposes?

 - Maximising your chances of an LAA being 
successful: What is the LAA looking for in an 
application for legal help & legal aid for inquests?

MALCOLM BRYANT, Head of Exceptional and 
Complex Cases, Legal Aid Agency

• Crowd Justice Funding: What is it? What does 
it cover? How does it work for inquests?
LAUREN WATSON, Legal Partnerships, Crowd Justice 
Funding 

• Private funding and/or CFA’s: when to use a 
CFA? What should the risk assessment cover? 
DOMINIC WOODHOUSE, National Training Manager, 
PIC

14:55 LEARNING FROM INQUESTS
• Preventions of Future Death reports (PFD); 

follow up by Chief Coroner and how this 
information can be used better 

• Challenging the Action Plan; Ensuring 
that actions are followed through 

• Coroners ability to refer to CPS following 
unlawful killing conclusion or new evidence 
comes to light re wilful neglect; concealment of 
documents & perverting the course of justice

• Referral to NMC/GMC
• CQC: When will the CQC be considered 

a properly interested party?
CHARLES AUSTIN, Barrister, Complete Counsel 

15:35 REFRESHMENTS

15:55 THE CORONER’S PERSPECTIVE ON 
HEALTHCARE INQUESTS 

• Coroner’s training to handle healthcare inquests
• Putting the bereaved at the centre of the process
• Do families need representation 

at healthcare inquests?

• Changes to the process: Potential widening of 
the Coroner’s jurisdiction to investigate late-term 
stillbirths; suicide verdicts and the effect of the 
decision in R (Maughan) v HM Senior Coroner for 
Oxfordshire and others [2019] EWCA Civ 809 

• How can clinical negligence lawyers help the coroner? 
• Coroner’s conclusions: e.g. exploring how 

coroner’s view the use misadventure and 
accidental death conclusions. Advocates handling 
of witnesses: when have you gone too far?
FIONA BORRILL, Area Coroner, Manchester City

16:35 THE INQUEST AND SUBSEQUENT CIVIL CLAIMS
• Managing admissions of liability at the 

door of the inquest hearing
• Seeking to recover the costs of the inquest as a head 

of damage in a civil claim which settles pre-inquest
• Fullick v Commissioner Police Metropolis: 

Proportionality and importance to the client
• Demonstrating attempts to settle post inquest 

to protect on future costs and proportionality
• Using Article 2 to bring a claim: The extent to 

which Article 2 can be used especially when 
the Fatal Accident Act does not apply

• Smith v (1) Lancashire Teaching Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust (2) Lancashire Care 
NHS Foundation Trust and (3) The Secretary 
of State for Justice [2017] EWCA Civ 1916
PATRICK SADD, Barrister, Outer Temple Chambers

17:15 CHAIR’S CLOSING REMARKS

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME (CONTINUED)
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DELEGATE LIST

Title First name Last name Organisation Job title

Ms Nina Ali Hodge Jones & Allen Solicitors Limited Partner

Mr Charles Austin Complete Counsel Barrister

Mr Colin Baran St Philips Chambers Barrister

Ms Fiona Borrill Manchester City Council Area Coroner

Mr Malcolm Bryant Legal Aid Agency Head of Exceptional and Complex Cases 

Mr Stephen Clarkson Leigh Day Solicitor

Ms Leanne Devine Jackson Lees (Broudie Jackson Canter) Solicitor

Ms Jade Ferguson Parklane Plowden Pupil

Mr David Gabell Fosters Solicitor

Ms Fleur Hallett Action against Medical Accidents Medico-Legal Adviser

Mr Sam Harmel Kings Chambers Barrister

Ms Claire Haley Aegis Legal Solicitor

Mr Kevin Hegarty O’Reilly Stewart Associate

Miss Lesley Herbertson Potter Rees Dolan Partner

Mr Cameron Holness Slater and Gordon UK Limited Trainee

Ms Ruth Houghton Graystons Solicitors Limited Legal Executive

Professor Colin Johnson

Ms Sarah Jones Clarke Willmott LLP Senior Associate

Mr Andrew King Lennons Solicitors Solicitor Director

Mrs Claire Labio Complete Counsel Practice Director

Mr Carlos Lopez Hampson Hughes Solicitors Director of Medical Negligence & Serious Injury

Mr Ross McWilliams Irwin Mitchell LLP Solicitor

Ms Jessica Muirhead-Gartside Potter Rees Dolan Marketing Executive

Ms Lisa O’Dwyer Action against Medical Accidents Director Medico-Legal Services

Mr Patrick Sadd Outer Temple Chambers Barrister

Ms Ana Samuel Complete Counsel Barrister

Ms Rachel Simms Hampson Hughes Solicitors Associate

Ms Emily Rose Nelsons Solicitors Limited Solicitor

Ms Rebecca Titus-Cobb St Johns Buildings Pupil

Ms Lauren Watson The Crowd Justice Legal Partnerships

Mr Simon Wilson Hudgell Solicitors Senior Solicitor

Mr Dominic Woodhouse PIC National Training Manager

Ms Rachel Young Ropewalk Chambers Barrister
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Representing Families at Inquests

Update on AvMA’s PB Service 2019

Lisa O’Dwyer

Director Medico Legal Services

1

AvMA’s Inquest Service:
Who are the Inquest Team?

⚫ Headed by Lisa O’Dwyer, Director Medico-Legal Services 

⚫ Charlotte Connor – Medico-Legal Team Leader: Qualified Doctor 

(major    hospital, Australia).  P/T time study on legal practice course.  

Joined AvMA 2013.  Day to day managment

⚫ Christopher Charlesworth – Medico-Legal Advisor: Qualified 

Doctor (UK, public health experience) Joined April 15.

⚫ Ruth O’Sullivan – Medico Legal Advisor: Qualified doctor 

(orthopaedic registrar, major teaching hospitals).  Called to the bar in 

2015.  Joined April 2016. 

⚫ Fleur Hallett – Medico Legal Advisor: Qualified as a solicitor in 

2016.  Specialised in inquest work before joining AvMA July 2019
2
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AvMA’s Inquest Service:
How are cases assessed?

⚫ Guided by what the client wants.

⚫ Helpline: A number of inquest enquiries are dealt with at this point

and referred to solicitors.

⚫ Capacity issues: Demand outstrips what we can supply. Triage

system. Weekly meetings and discussions where cases are either:

(i) Retained pending further evidence – disclosure documents

(ii) Representation confirmed

(iii) Written questions for coroner prepared

(iv) Turned down

3

AvMA’s inquest service
Criteria for accessing the service

⚫ Is it a healthcare related death?

⚫ Does the inquest raise wider patient safety concerns &/ public

interest issues?

⚫ At what stage in the process is the client seeking advice?

⚫ Is the family less able to cope without assistance &/

representation due to particular vulnerabilities: Physical &/

learning difficulties, literacy difficulties; ability to understanding of

English. Client provides the documents?

⚫ No other representation is available: Solicitors won’t take the

case on; unable to afford costs; don’t want to bring a civil claim.
4
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AvMA inquest service
Terms & Conditions service

⚫ Evidence: Supports any allegations of patient safety issues

⚫ Families engage in obtaining disclosure of documents: May

need to obtain Med Recs; SIR; shares relevant documents; does not

seek a hybrid service.

⚫ Liaise with one person: Families chose a representative to work

with us

⚫ Representation: Is not guaranteed. We will endeavour to find

representation but no guarantee as to number years call etc.

⚫ Out of pocket expenses: Must be paid

5

Inquests: Families
What do they think about the process?

⚫ OVERWHELMING

⚫ A NEED FOR REPRESENTATION 

⚫ THEY SEE THE INQUEST PROCESS AS INDEPENDENT

⚫ ACCOUNTABILITY: Raise concerns

⚫ A VEHICLE FOR LEARNING

6
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AvMA Pro Bono Inquest Service
Aims: 

⚫ Create a level playing field: Trusts are represented. Families are

not usually.

⚫ Assist the coroner in fulfilling their duty: The duty to carry out a

full, fair and fearless investigation.

⚫ Ensure mistakes in healthcare are identified and rectified

⚫ Identify systemic failings – Article 2

⚫ For healthcare organisations to learn: PFDs; Challenge Action

Plans. “Organisations do not always follow through in terms of

demonstrating that findings & recommendations have

translated into change” DAC Beachcroft “Spotlight on PFD reports” 26.02.18:

7

Update on AvMA’s PB Service 2019

Thank you

Lisa O’Dwyer 

Director Medico-Legal Service

lisa@avma.org.uk
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Preparation for Inquest

Ross McWilliams, Associate Solicitor 

What we will cover today

• Client care and managing family’s expectations

• Taking the family’s evidence

• Funding options

• The post-mortem

• What to do when the coroner doesn’t open an inquest
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Client care and managing family’s expectations

• Client care is so important

• Death, sadness, confusion, anger –
negligence?

• Listen

• Is there a possible medical negligence claim?

• Make a decision re: attendance as a watching 
brief / solicitor advocate / counsel

Client care and managing family’s expectations

• Explain the purpose and scope of the Inquest 

• Who, Where, When and How (and in what 
circumstances) the deceased came about their death

• The difference between Inquest and Civil Trial

• Possible conclusions – what do this mean in context of a 
civil claim?

• Explain limitations of Inquest process

• Regulation 28 – to prevent future deaths
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Taking a family’s evidence

• Witness statement: spokesperson for 
family?

• Questions to ask witnesses

• Supplementary witness evidence – in 
response to disclosure

• Prepare family witness for Inquest –
procedure, questions from IPs

Funding options

• Private retainer

• Civil claim – costs recoverable?

• Pro Bono e.g. AvMA scheme

• Legal Aid – wider public interest, Article 2, 
means tested
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The post-mortem

• Importance of PM report

• Religious considerations

• Challenging the PM report

• Secondary PM or examination of tissue 

samples

• Attendance of Pathologist at Inquest

Coroner says no Inquest

• Step one: write to Coroner to ask that the 
investigation be reopened – provide 
evidence?

• No right of appeal

• Judicial review or an application under s.13 of 
the Coroners Act 1988

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiZvvfns7_lAhU5BGMBHXIWCoMQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://life.spectator.co.uk/articles/the-essential-facts-about-post-mortems/&psig=AOvVaw2GBZfhwiT1TqLm88GYEgpN&ust=1572367563457939
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Application under s.13 Coroners Act 1988

If the High Court is satisfied either:

1. that the coroner is refusing or neglecting to hold an inquest or an investigation which ought to be 

held; or

2. where an inquest or an investigation has been held, that it is necessary or desirable in the 

interests of justice that an investigation or another investigation be held (whether because of 

fraud, rejection of evidence, irregularity of proceedings, insufficiency of inquiry, the discovery of 

new facts or evidence or otherwise),

then the High Court may order an investigation into the death to be held by the same or another 

coroner, order the coroner to pay such costs as appear just, and quash the determination or finding 

of the original inquest, if one took place.

The Attorney General must make the application to the High Court or authorise a third party, by way 

of a fiat (consent), to do so. 

Judicial Review

• There are grounds, based upon public law principles, on which a coroner’s decision or the outcome 
of an inquest may sometimes be challenged. These are concerned with the fairness of the 
procedure and whether the coroner properly exercised his/her powers.

• If a coroner has acted unreasonably, outside his/her powers or by not doing something which (s)he 
was obliged to do, it may be possible to seek judicial review of the coroner’s actions (or inactions). 
Judicial review is a discretionary remedy.

• No later than within three months of the decision to be challenged.
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Questions

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjD_8qFv7_lAhVOzhoKHaLcAnUQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://synapsiscreative.com/5-questions-for-effective-presentation-design/&psig=AOvVaw1e-huTGTtjTyZXVA7bKwQS&ust=1572370588474363
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjD_8qFv7_lAhVOzhoKHaLcAnUQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://synapsiscreative.com/5-questions-for-effective-presentation-design/&psig=AOvVaw1e-huTGTtjTyZXVA7bKwQS&ust=1572370588474363
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PREPARING FOR THE PRE-INQUEST REVIEW 

 

1. A Pre-Inquest Review is the equivalent of a CMC in civil proceedings. It is an 

opportunity for the representative of the family to ensure that the Coroner is well-

positioned at the substantive hearing to deal properly with all issues which are likely to 

arise, and to ensure that there is a proper investigation into the death of the deceased.  

 

2. Whenever an advocate has the opportunity to appear at a Pre-Inquest Review on behalf 

of the deceased’s family, it is suggested that they should be armed with a checklist of 

matters which should be dealt with at the hearing.  

 

3. If necessary and depending upon the stage that the investigation has reached, there may 

be a need for further Pre-Inquest Reviews. Of course, this will depend upon the 

complexity of the issues. Principally, this will be to ensure that all disclosure has been 

obtained, all witnesses are available, if required, to give oral evidence, and to consider 

the need for expert evidence. The latter is particularly important if it is likely that there 

will be issues of causation, which may not be addressed adequately by witnesses giving 

evidence on behalf of any Trust.  

 

4. I would suggest that a checklist looks like the following: 

 

a. Consideration of Interested Persons; 

b. Scope of the Inquest; 

c. Disclosure; 

d. Witnesses and whether any given witness can be dealt with under Rule 23; 

e. Expert Evidence. 

 

Interested Persons 

5. Consideration of Interested Persons may appear to be a basic consideration or one 

which should not trouble the Coroner too much. However, if all interested persons are 

not identified appropriately, this could ultimately lead to the Inquest being quashed.  
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6. The definition of Interested Person can be found at Section 47 of the Coroners and 

Justice Act 2009. It is convenient to set out those categories of people considered to be 

“interested persons,” and to address the particular categories of persons worthy of 

further comment. 

Interested person”, in relation to a deceased person or an investigation or inquest under this Part into a person's 

death, means— 

(a)a spouse, civil partner, partner, parent, child, brother, sister, grandparent, grandchild, child of a brother or 

sister, stepfather, stepmother, half-brother or half-sister; 

(b)a personal representative of the deceased; 

(c)a medical examiner exercising functions in relation to the death of the deceased; 

(d)a beneficiary under a policy of insurance issued on the life of the deceased; 

(e)the insurer who issued such a policy of insurance; 

(f)a person who may by any act or omission have caused or contributed to the death of the deceased, or whose 

employee or agent may have done so; 

(g)in a case where the death may have been caused by— 

(i)an injury received in the course of an employment, or 

(ii)a disease prescribed under section 108 of the Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 (c. 4) 

(benefit in respect of prescribed industrial diseases, etc), 

a representative of a trade union of which the deceased was a member at the time of death;  

(h)a person appointed by, or representative of, an enforcing authority; 

(i)where subsection (3) applies, a chief constable; 

(j)where subsection (4) applies, a Provost Marshal; 

(k)where subsection (5) applies, the [F1Director General of the Independent Office for Police Conduct] ; 

(l)a person appointed by a Government department to attend an inquest into the death or to assist in, or provide 

evidence for the purposes of, an investigation into the death under this Part; 

(m)any other person who the senior coroner thinks has a sufficient interest. 

 

7. The final category is of considerable importance because it confers a wide discretion 

upon the Coroner to give “interested person” status to anybody he/she feels is 

sufficiently touched by the Inquest to ask questions during the course of the substantive 

hearing.  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/25/section/47#commentary-key-28e16c816329f0981cb212867cd76987
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8. Category (f) is also of considerable importance, especially in the context of healthcare 

inquests. In most cases, employees of the Trust, in circumstances where there may be 

individual failings, will share the same representation as the Trust itself. This is 

particularly relevant in the context of potential failings which have occurred within an 

NHS hospital. However, there will be certain circumstances in which the Coroner will 

have to have an eye to potential conflicts of interest as between individual Doctors and 

the Trust itself, which may lead to a Doctor or Healthcare Professional being granted 

the status of an Interested Person. 

 

9. It is important that this is given consideration at the Pre-Inquest Review, because if a 

party entitled to interested person status is not granted such status prior to the Inquest, 

it is sufficient reason to halt the substantive hearing and to require the Inquest to be 

recommenced. 

 

10. Further, it is important that lawyers, particularly those representing Trusts although not 

exclusively, give consideration to any potential conflicts which may arise in the course 

of the substantive hearing. An Inquest in which I became involved after the first Inquest 

had been halted, had to be recommenced where it became apparent that there was a 

conflict between the Trust and one of its employees, the deceased’s surgeon.  

 

11. This can be devastating for families because they are required to endure the trauma of 

an Inquest on more than one occasion and listen to the same evidence again. As an 

aside, it is fascinating to see first-hand how somebody’s evidence changes in the second 

Inquest, having had the opportunity to consider what questions may be asked of them.  

 

12. As the lawyer representing the family, it is important that the Pre-Inquest Review is 

used to bring to the Coroner’s attention any potential for a conflict of interest to arise 

during the substantive hearing. Of course, in some cases, this may be entirely 

unforeseeable. However, there may be instances where detailed consideration of the 

medical records reveals that an employee of the Trust or other Healthcare Professional 

was potentially acting on a frolic of his/her own.  

 

13. In such circumstances, it is incumbent upon the lawyer representing the family to raise 

it with the Coroner at the earliest possible opportunity. This is to ensure that the 
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interested person has the opportunity to ensure that separate representation is obtained, 

and independent legal advice is sought. This is to avoid any substantive hearing having 

to be started again. That person must be given warning so that they can seek 

independent legal advice and be given the opportunity, through their own 

representation, to ask questions prior to the commencement of the substantive hearing.  

 

14. In the inquest in which I was involved the surgeon required separate representation, and 

became an interested person, when it became apparent that the deceased had not 

consented to surgery. Whilst believing that he was acting in the best interests of the 

deceased, he operated on her when it was clear consent had not been provided. 

Judgment had been given in Montgomery the previous week and the Senior Coroner 

for Nottingham was fully aware of the implications of the Judgment. The civil 

proceedings were eventually settled, including a claim for aggravated damages, by the 

Trust. 

 

The Scope of the Inquest 

15. Frequently at a Pre-Inquest Review, the Coroner will invite submissions upon the scope 

of the Inquest. Does the inquest engage the Human Rights Act 1998? 

 

16. In the event that the Coroner is concerned with a Jamieson Inquest, the Coroner will be 

concerned with Who, Where, When and How the deceased came by his or her death. It 

is an evidence-led fact-finding inquiry and it is the duty of the Coroner to ensure that 

the relevant facts are “fully, fairly and fearlessly investigated.” The Coroner alone is 

responsible for setting the boundaries of the Inquiry. 

 

17. Of course, it was established in Middleton that if Article 2 is engaged, the regime as it 

was then did not meet the requirements of the Convention. Only one change was 

required in order to meet those requirements. “How” was to be interpreted in the wider 

sense to mean “by what means and in what circumstances” as opposed to “by what 

means,” thereby allowing for a wider investigation. This wider interpretation of the 

necessary investigation was required when the State was involved in the death of the 

deceased, thereby calling for a more detailed level of scrutiny given the State’s 

obligation to protect life. 
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18. In R v Secretary of State for Defence, ex parte Smith [2010] UKSC 29, Lord Mance 

opined that it was generally agreed that Coroners had a wide discretion in setting the 

scope of the Inquest. It is clear that differentiating between a Jamieson and a Middleton 

Inquest is becoming more difficult as Coroners exercise a wide discretion to ensure that 

each death is given the scrutiny that it deserves, regardless of the label given to it. 

 

19. It may, of course, be important for the lawyer representing the family to attempt to 

persuade the Coroner that Article 2 is engaged. It is likely to be an important 

consideration in any Application for public funding, and therefore, it may be incumbent 

upon the lawyer representing the family to raise this with the Coroner at the Pre-Inquest 

Review. It may be the only way in which to maintain representation, in the absence of 

a conditional fee agreement.  

 

20. Of course, crowd funding of Inquests has become a way for families to fund 

representation. There is little wonder that the Government is being challenged to ensure 

equal representation for families at Inquests. The Trust always ensure that they are 

properly represented at Inquests, but everyone in the room will have had a case where 

an NHS Healthcare Trust has made a tactical admission of liability. This can create its 

own difficulties, even where there is a Public Funding Certificate.  

 

21. For the purposes of attending any Pre-Inquest Review, be prepared to address the 

Coroner upon the scope of the Inquest. Frequently, this simply means ensuring that the 

death is the subject of the investigation and the scrutiny that it deserves.  

 

Disclosure and Further Inquiries 

22. It may well be that when the first PIR is listed, the Coroner’s investigations are at a 

very early stage and those representing the family should be ready to contribute to and 

participate at the PIR, to assist the Coroner and to guide the Coroner’s investigations. 

It may be that the family has already obtained the medical records and has more of an 

idea of what the relevant issues are likely to be that the Coroner themselves. 

  

23. It may well be that the Coroner will ask the representatives of the family to assist in the 

collating of records. Be prepared to accede to this during the course of the PIR. 
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24. I would always suggest to those representing families at the early stages of proceedings, 

coronial or civil, that swift steps are taken to obtain all records as quickly as possible 

and to have digested them in advance of the PIR. I accept that this could take a 

considerable amount of time, both to gather and to consider. However, the importance 

of preparation can not be underestimated even at such an early stage because this could 

determine the issues to be explored at the Inquest and assist the Coroner in setting the 

scope of the Inquest.  

 

25. Further, through consideration of the documentation, it is likely to become clear if and 

what records are missing. For example, x-rays are very frequently not included in the 

medical records in the first instance, for whatever reason. I have lost times of the 

number of occasions that medical records refer to other letters/emails between 

clinicians, which do not form part of the medical records and which have gone astray. 

The PIR is the time to raise the fact that such documents are missing, that such records 

are clearly relevant, and to take the opportunity to request a direction that the Trust 

undertake to discover and provide these documents. Documentary evidence must be 

provided to an interested party on request, and as soon as is practicable – The Coroners 

(Inquests) Rules 2013, r 13 and 14. 

 

26. The representative for the family should take the opportunity to ensure that the PIR is 

used to ensure that adequate disclosure is sought and obtained significantly in advance 

of the substantive hearing. This is to prevent a situation whereby the importance of a 

particular document only becomes apparent during the course of a substantive hearing, 

thereby leading to delays and inconvenience and further upset for the family.  

 

27. I would suggest that all documents which have been obtained by the family are 

disclosed to the Coroner in advance of the PIR. This will provide the Coroner with the 

opportunity, at least, to consider these in advance of the hearing. The Coroner then is 

more likely to understand any submissions you may make in relation to missing 

documents, and to appreciate what further disclosure is required.  

 

28. In Article 2 Inquests, the family should receive copies of all relevant evidence available 

to the Coroner.  
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Witnesses 

29. Having considered the disclosure and the medical records in more detail, it should 

become apparent to those representing the family who the key witnesses are in the 

proceedings.  

 

30. In cases where the death occurred very shortly after admission to hospital, or during 

transfer to hospital, the number of witnesses is likely to be limited. It is likely that the 

Coroner will take little persuading that it is important to obtain witness statements from 

all clinicians involved.  

 

31. In a case where the hospital admission has been more prolonged, or where the causes 

for concern are less obviously linked to the cause of death, careful consideration will 

have to be given to the clinicians and nurses most likely to be able to assist the Coroner. 

The Coroner will not want multiple witnesses giving evidence in respect of the same 

issues and facts. The Coroner will be acutely aware of Trust’s resources and the 

requirement to balance the need to investigate the death of the deceased fully and 

fearlessly with the need not to take important personnel away from the Trust for any 

longer than is necessary. 

 

32. The role of the family’s lawyer will be to carefully consider the records in order to 

determine from whom witness statements should be taken and the issues that the Inquest 

will expect them to address in their statement.  

 

33. For example, the statements ordinarily obtained from a General Practitioner will 

provide the deceased’s past medical history. However, the lawyer for the family may 

identify key examinations upon which further comment is necessitated because there 

may be criticisms of the adequacy of the examination or the history taken. These matters 

should be explored at the PIR, with a view to the Coroner identifying the G.P. as an 

interested person and ensuring that their witness evidence is sufficiently detailed for the 

substantive hearing.  

 

34. Another example will be for a triage nurse to ensure that all of their recollections of 

triage are contained within their witness statement coupled with any further interaction 

that they might have had with the deceased. At a recent Inquest, the triage nurse’s 
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evidence was limited to triage in her witness statement. At the substantive hearing, she 

gave evidence of further conversations that she had allegedly overheard between the 

deceased’s family and the Consultant. She had failed to put this in her witness 

statement.  

 

35. The point is that the evidence that she gave at the substantive hearing came as a 

complete surprise to the family and the Coroner. Had the direction been given as to 

exactly what the Coroner expected to see in the witness statement, such evidence would 

have been known to the family prior to the Inquest. It would not have caused such 

consternation. Further, the lack of its inclusion would have given rise to even greater 

concern on the part of the Coroner. 

 

36. During one PIR that I attended, the witness statements provided by the Paramedics were 

of such poor quality that the Coroner insisted that they were rewritten to provide the 

level of detail he expected. Ultimately, it was agreed that those reports could be read 

under Rule 23. Therefore, the necessity for detailed witness statements from the outset 

is of benefit to everyone. It can ultimately determine whether a witness’ evidence is 

likely to be disputed and the need to hear live evidence from them.  

 

37. Rule 23 is a further matter to which consideration needs to be given by the family’s 

representative in advance of the PIR.  

 

Written evidence 

23.—(1) Written evidence as to who the deceased was and how, when and where the deceased came by his or 

her death is not admissible unless the coroner is satisfied that—  

(a)it is not possible for the maker of the written evidence to give evidence at the inquest hearing at all, or within a 

reasonable time; 

(b)there is a good and sufficient reason why the maker of the written evidence should not attend the inquest 

hearing; 

(c)there is a good and sufficient reason to believe that the maker of the written evidence will not attend the 

inquest hearing; or 

(d)the written evidence (including evidence in admission form) is unlikely to be disputed. 

(2) Before admitting such written evidence the coroner must announce at the inquest hearing—  

(a)what the nature of the written evidence to be admitted is; 
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(b)the full name of the maker of the written evidence to be admitted in evidence; 

(c)that any interested person may object to the admission of any such written evidence; and 

(d)that any interested person is entitled to see a copy of any written evidence if he or she so wishes. 

(3) A coroner must admit as evidence at an inquest hearing any document made by a deceased person if the 

coroner is of the opinion that the contents of the document are relevant to the purposes of the inquest.  

(4) A coroner may direct that all or parts only of any written evidence submitted under this rule may be read 

aloud at the inquest hearing.  

 

38. I recently attended an Inquest on behalf of the family where there were 20 factual 

witnesses in attendance as well as expert evidence. Nearly everybody who had played 

a role in the deceased’s care was called to give evidence. However, the Doctor who had 

initially taken a history from the family was not called. His evidence was to be read 

under Rule 23. There was a significant dispute of fact between the history recorded by 

the Doctors and the account said to have been provided by the family. This may well 

have altered the treatment provided, although is unlikely to have ultimately affected the 

outcome. In such circumstances, it is incumbent upon the lawyer for the family to insist 

upon such a witness being called, and to do so at the PIR stage, when it is clear that the 

evidence is likely to be disputed. 

  

39. It may be reasonable to request another PIR in circumstances where absent the detailed 

statement, a decision can not be made as to whether or not a proposed witness statement 

can be read. If the detailed statement provided raises questions, I would suggest that 

caution should be exercised in favour of calling that witness. This is because it is 

unlikely that such evidence will be undisputed. In any event, upon receipt by the 

Coroner, it should be requested that such statements are forwarded to the family so that 

representations can be made. A witness list and witness order should also be requested 

in advance of the final hearing. 

 

Expert Evidence 

40. At a substantive hearing, I have lost count, having been instructed late in the day and 

in the absence of a PIR taking place, how frequently I have encountered clinicians 
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unable or unwilling to address whether different or earlier treatment may have affected 

the outcome. 

 

41. I represented a family in a case where the deceased was transferred to hospital by 

ambulance. He had symptoms which gave rise to suspicions of a DVT. Upon arrival at 

hospital, there was a failure to administer anti-coagulant. In the course of evidence, the 

Trust accepted that this should have been administered earlier. I managed to push those 

giving evidence back in time such that the anti-coagulant should have been given many 

hours earlier. There was no independent expert instructed to give opinion evidence in 

respect of causation as to how this might have affected the outcome.    

 

42. I posed the question and pushed each of the Trusts witnesses as to what the likely 

outcome would have been with earlier anti-coagulation. In other words, would this have 

prevented death from a subsequent pulmonary embolism. I was met with a wall of 

silence. No witness said that it would not have made any difference, but each witness 

would not go as far as to say that the deceased would not have died, on the balance of 

probabilities. 

 

43. The Trust’s representative duly addressed the Coroner upon the appropriate conclusion 

relying upon the case of R v Her Majesty’s Coroner for Birmingham & Solihull Ex 

parte: Benton: 

 

“It is necessary to contrast two possible situations.  The first is where a person is suffering 

from a potentially fatal condition and medical intervention does no more than fail to prevent 

that death.  In such circumstances the underlying cause of death is the condition that proved 

fatal and in such a case, the correct verdict would be death from natural causes.  This would 

be the case even if the medical treatment that had been given was viewed generally by the 

medical profession as the wrong treatment.  All the more so is this the case where such a person 

is not treated at all even if the failure to give the treatment was negligent.  Thus in such 

circumstances the recording of a verdict of death by natural causes is not in any way a finding 

that there was no fault on the part of the doctors.  That question for the reasons already 

explained is not one that the inquest does, or is permitted to, address.”  
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44. A conclusion of natural causes was returned, notwithstanding that I pushed for a 

narrative conclusion in circumstances where it was important to highlight the failures 

of the Trust. Had it been possible to establish causation, I would have been pushing for 

a rider of neglect. 

 

45. This is a case which highlights perfectly how expert evidence could have assisted the 

Coroner in his/her investigation. The Coroner did not gain the necessary assistance from 

the witnesses called and it left the Coroner in a position where the question of causation 

could not be satisfactorily addressed.  

 

46. I, of course, accept that such evidence should not be called where it usurps the function 

of the fact-finder, whether that be the coroner or the jury. However, expert evidence in 

the above circumstances would have assisted the Coroner once she had made her factual 

findings in terms of timings.  

 

47. In my experience, particularly in healthcare deaths, coroners are not reluctant to obtain 

expert evidence where it is likely to be of assistance and enable causation findings to 

be made.  

 

48. Once more, however, it is important that representations are made at the PIR. This will 

ensure that all interested persons have the opportunity to consider such evidence in 

advance of the substantive hearing.  

 

49. Frequently, the Coroner will instruct an expert of his/her choosing. Occasionally, the 

Coroner will ask that the interested persons identify an expert upon which they are both 

agreed for the purposes of determining causation.  

 

50. In such circumstances, careful consideration will have to be given to the expert’s 

identity because you may not want to suggest an expert that you have lined up for the 

civil proceedings. However, such experts will frequently be able to make 

recommendations.  
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Final Comments 

51. Notwithstanding taking all of these steps at a PIR, I am still frequently encountering 

situations where the day before the substantive inquest commences, the Coroner and 

other interested persons are provided with significant and substantial disclosure by the 

Trust in circumstances where it appears, on the face of it, to be deliberate.  

 

52. Whilst this is dealt with by condemnation on the part of the Coroner, it does not prevent 

this situation arising given that the Coroner has limited powers to deter this behaviour. 

Given its relevance and the role of a fact finder, the coroner is unlikely to exclude it 

notwithstanding protestations on behalf of the family. The best that I can do is advise 

you to be on your guard for this. 

 

53. Finally, it is important to continue to reiterate to the family the limitations of an Inquest 

throughout the process. The family’s expectations will require careful management. I 

have never known a situation where a family come out of a substantive hearing entirely 

satisfied, even where most questions have been answered. For the reasons set out above, 

I would reiterate that it is sometimes difficult to get to the truth despite best endeavours.  

 

54. However, by taking the above steps, it is hoped that the best possible outcome can be 

achieved, and the investigation can include all of the concerns that the family would 

like to see addressed.  

 

RACHEL YOUNG 

Ropewalk Chambers 

Nottingham, NG1 5EF 

6th November 2019 
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 Specific definitions
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 Standard documents
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 Failure to disclose
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 Practical tips
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Relevant Legislation

 The Coroners and Justice Act 2009

 The Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013

 The Coroners (Investigations) Regulations 2013

 The Coroners Allowances, Fees and Expenses Regulations 2013

CJA 2009 Schedule 5

 Section 1(2) - A senior coroner who is conducting an investigation under this part may 
by notice require a person, within such period as the senior coroner thinks reasonable:

 (a) To provide to the senior coroner, about any matter specified in the notice, in 
the form of a written statement, 

 (b) To produce any documents in the custody or under the control of the person 
which relate to a matter that is relevant to the investigation, or: 

 (c) To produce for inspection, examination or testing any other thing in custody or 
under the control of the person which relates to a matter that is relevant to the 
investigation
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The Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013
PART 3 - Disclosure 

 Disclosure of Documents at the Request of an Interested Person 

 13. – (1) Subject to rule 15, where an interested person asks for disclosure of a 
document held, the coroner must provide that document or a copy of the document 
or make the document available for inspection by that person as soon as is reasonably 
practicable.  

 (2) Documents to which this rule applies include –

 (a) any post-mortem examination report;

 (b) any other report that has been provided to the coroner during the course of the 
investigation; 

 (c) where available, the recording of any inquest hearing held in public …

 (d) any other document which the coroner considers relevant to the inquest

The Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013
PART 3 - Disclosure 

 Managing Disclosure 

 14. A coroner may –

 (a) disclose an electronic copy of a document instead of, or in addition to, a paper copy;

 (c) disclose a redacted version of all or part of a document; or

 (c) make a document available for inspection at a particular time and place
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The Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013
PART 3 - Disclosure 

 Restrictions on Disclosure

 15.  A coroner may refuse to provide a document or a copy of a document requested 
under rule 13 where –

 (a) there is a statutory or legal prohibition on disclosure;

 (b) the consent of any author or copyright owner cannot reasonably be obtained; 

 (c) the request is unreasonable; 

 (d) the document relates to contemplated or commenced criminal proceedings; or 

 (e) the coroner considers the document irrelevant to the investigation

The Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013
PART 3 - Disclosure 

 Costs of Disclosure

 16. A coroner may not charge a fee for any document or copy of any document, 
disclosed to an interested person before or during an inquest (1).

 (1) Fees may be charged for disclosure after an inquest has been commenced in accordance 
with the Coroners Allowances, Fees and Expenses Regulations 2013
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Specific Definitions

 Interested Person

 At section 47 (Chapter 7) of the CJA 2009 it states that an interested person means –

 (a) a spouse, civil partner, partner, parent, child, brother, sister, grandparent, grandchild, 
child of a brother or sister, stepfather, stepmother, half-brother or half-sister;

 (b) a personal representative of the deceased;

 (c) a medical examiner exercising functions in relation to the death of the deceased;

 (d) a beneficiary under a policy of insurance issued on the life of the deceased;

 (e) the insurer who issued such a policy of insurance;

 (f) a person who may by any act or omission have caused or contributed to the death of the 
deceased, or whose employee or agents may have done so …

Specific Definitions

 Senior Coroner

 The CJA 2009 Schedule 3 Part 1 indicates that the relevant authority for each coroner 
area must appoint a coroner for that area.  That coroner is known as the ‘senior 
coroner’

 Document

 At Part 1 Rule 2 of the Coroners (Inquests) Rules 2013 ‘Document’ is defined as ‘any 
medium in which information of any description is recorded or stored’

 Relevancy

 As we have seen, there is an emphasis on ‘relevant’ evidence being obtained by the 
coroner (CJA 2009) and being provided to interested persons (CIR 2013).  However, 
relevance is ultimately a question for the coroner and he/she will exercise their 
discretion in that regard
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Standard Documents for Disclosure

 GP records

 Hospital records (clinic notes, nursing notes, test results – bloods, micro-biology,   
histo-pathology, radiology)

 Other third party records

 District Nurse records

 Community psychiatric records

 Community Midwife records

 Also

 RiO notes

 Complaint letters and responses

 Minutes of meetings

Standard Documents for Disclosure

 Serious Untoward Incident Reports

 Also known as Serious Incident Reports or Root Cause Incident Reports

 Other related documents to consider requesting

 Detailed timeline of events

 Copies of all witness statements obtained for purposes of preparing the report

 All versions of the report to include the final version

 All internal memoranda regarding the investigation and creation of the report
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Additional Documents

 Mortality and morbidity meetings

 Health and Safety Reports 

 Internal Audit Reports (e.g., infection control within a hospital) 

 CQC reports

 Police/Transport Police Reports

 NHS Resolution early notification scheme

Additional Documents

 Healthcare Safety Investigations Branch (HSIB) Maternity Reports

 Hospital Policies/Protocols/Guidelines

 Duty of Candour
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Failure to Disclose

 See CJA 2009 Schedule 6, Section 7

 (1) It is an offence for a person to: 

 (a) distort or alter evidence

 (b) prevent any evidence from being given or produced

 (2) It is an offence for a person:

 (a) intentionally to supress or conceal relevant document

 (b) intentionally to alter or destroy such a document

 (3)  For the purposes of subsection (2) a document is a ‘relevant document’ if it is likely 
that a person conducting an investigation under this Part of this Act would (if aware of 
his existence) wish to be provided with it.  

 (6) A person guilty of an offence under subparagraph (1) or (2) is liable on summary 
conviction to a fine, not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale, or to imprisonment 
for a term not exceeding 51 weeks, or to both 

Benefits of Disclosure

 Narrow the relevant issues at an early stage 

 Prevent any suspicions often held by the deceased’s family members

 Open and transparent forum   

 Alert coroner to all relevant information
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Practical Tips

 Check that all interested persons are working from the same material

 Interested persons can request disclosure before, during or after in inquest

 Application to be designated as an interested person after an inquest and seek 
disclosure of material

 Coroners must retain documents in connection with an investigation or a post-mortem 
report for 15 years

 Hearings must be recorded and interested persons can obtain a copy of the recording 
of the inquest as noted above 

Summary

 Changes to legislation have put deceased families at the centre of the inquest process

 Two-step nature of disclosure benefits all

 Move to transparency results in less suspicion

 Relevance and scope of inquest

 Families can influence what documents are disclosed
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Thank you

Lesley Herbertson
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Expert Evidence 

Ana Samuel
-Barrister - Complete Counsel 

- Assistant Coroner to Birmingham and 
Solihull

What is expert evidence in context of 
Coroner’s Court

Opinion evidence which addresses one or both:

1) Causation of death

2)Conduct of persons whose actions or
omissions may have caused or contributed to
death.
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WHEN SHOULD A CORONER APPOINT 
AN INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXPERT?

• Previous case law suggested the test was Wednesbury
unreasonableness however latest line of authority: R
(Goodson) v Bedfordshire and Luton Coroner [2004]
EWHC 2931 (Admin) sets out that test is when failure
to do so would result in an insufficient/ineffective
investigation.

• Duty likely be higher where Article 2 inquest given
State's investigative obligation.

• Broad discretion– to be judged on the facts of each
individual case to include consideration of the
expertise of the coroner, the nature of the issues and
the evidence already obtained/available.

Are there certain cases where 
independent expert evidence will 

always be required?

• No – R (Chambers) v HM Coroner for Preston and West
Lancashire [2015] EWHC 31 : refused the suggestion
that independent psychiatric evidence is required in
every prison suicide where there are mental health
issues.

• However, where there is a possibility of a finding of
criminal conduct involving a professional person expert
evidence will be required in relation to the standards
applicable to that person’s job (Hickenbottom [2007]
Inquest LR1).
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Practical Justice

• R (Le Page) v HM Assistant Deputy for Inner South 
London [2012] EWHC 1485 (Admin):
– Application by family to call an independent expert witness 

instructed by them was refused.
– Whilst accepted by the Court that the expert would have 

added nothing to the medical evidence already called they 
commented that would have been wiser to have called to 
allay families suspicion of deliberated wrong doing in the 
context of an Article 2 inquest.

– “No duty to call … but in all the circumstances  might have 
been better, not as a matter of law but as a matter of 
practical justice.” “Field in which appearances are generally 
thought to matter.”

What if the Coroner picks the wrong 
expert?

o R (Duffy) v HM Deputy Coroner for County of 
Worcestershire [2013] EWHC 1654 (Admin):

➢Former consultant paediatric cardiologist

➢Not been involved with the intensive care of 
children for some 15 years

➢No up to date relevant experience

➢Unable to comment on causation

➢Interests of justice required adjournment in order 
to obtain further expert evidence.
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Requests to Coroner

• R(Takoushis) v HM Coroner for Inner North 
London [2005] EWCA Civ 1440:

‘If an interested person wishes a Coroner to call 
expert evidence in any particular case, it is for that 
person (if at all possible) to identify the witness and 
put the substance of the evidence which the witness 
may be able to give before the Coroner so that the 
Coroner may be able to decide whether or not it is 
appropriate. Whether or not it is appropriate may 
well depend upon the evidence of fact…’

IP disclosing their own expert evidence

CONFLICTS ON DISCLOSURE

• Normally obtained and prepared for clinical
negligence action / civil claim.

• Should it be disclosed as part of inquest
process and if so at what stage?

• What are the risks of disclosure compared to
the advantages of disclosure?

• Format of report?
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How to use expert report

• Open to IP’s to either:

a) Disclose a report with a request that the
Coroner permits that expert to be called
and/or instructs an independent expert of
the same discipline.

b) Retain privilege but use the report obtained
to facilitate understanding of the issues or
inform upon questioning of witnesses.

Reasons not to disclose
• Report not finalised given Coroner Court timescales.
• Keep powder dry in civil proceedings and avoid early

disclosure (inquest evidence may alter view taken in civil
proceedings).

• Sufficient evidence without the need to disclose e.g.
concession or reports prepared by independent
organisations.

• Lay witness evidence may prove more fruitful if individual
or organisation does not feel ‘under attack.’

• Likely to achieve same result using the report as a basis for
questioning.

• Inquest conclusion unlikely to impact negatively on
subsequent civil proceedings (distinction between gross
neglect and Bolam negligence).

• Report does not assist with gross neglect or causation in
the context of the Coroner’s Court.
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Reasons to disclose

• Conclusion is likely to impact on civil decision
e.g BRD as opposed to BofP

• Conclusion could potentially lead to early
settlement of a civil claim.

• Risk that insufficient investigation in the
absence of the same.

• Expert evidence finalised and unlikely to alter.

• Witnesses/organisations unlikely to make the
necessary concessions if raised in questioning.

Onus on IP

• R (Takoushis) v HM Coroner for Inner North 
London [2005] EWCA Civ 1440:

“ If an IP wishes a Coroner to call expert evidence in
any particular case, it is for that person (if at all
possible) to identify the witness and put the
substance of the evidence which the witness may
be able to give before the Coroner so that the
Coroner may be able to deeded whether or not it is
appropriate.”
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Opening an Inquest

• Expert reports can be disclosed following a 
refusal to open an inquest:

R. (on the application of Touche) v HM Coroner for
Inner North London District [2001] WL 239727:
disclosure of independent expert evidence obtained
by the family which criticised a failure to undertake
blood pressure readings was sufficient to give the
Coroner grounds to suspect an unnatural death in
that there was a possibility of neglect.

Refusal to permit the evidence

• R (Nicholls) v Liverpool City Coroner [2001] EWHC
(Admin) 922 – should have called given disclosure of
report containing adverse comments on the standard
of care received by the deceased.

• R (Warren) v HM Assistant for Northamptonshire
[2008] EWHC 966 (Admin) – decision not to allow
family to call a Consultant Psychiatrist they had
instructed was not obviously wrong but that an inquest
without any evidence from an independent Consultant
Psychiatrist and GP would not be Article 2 compliant.
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Format of expert evidence may be 
determinative/ relevant consideration
• In Warren (ibid) the Coroner refused to allow IP’s

expert on the basis that he was commenting on care in
an NHS setting, not in a prison context, but also given
that it was not appropriate for the jury to determine
issues of liability on the part of individuals.

• “The need to avoid issues going to civil liability, which
may of course also depend on evidence of a similar
nature, would need to be addressed, but the fact that
the evidence may be similar is not a reason for
excluding it from the purview of the inquest.”

Cont…

• N (a child) v HM Coroner for the City of Liverpool [2001] 
EWHC 922 (Admin):

Refused family request to call Consultant in Emergency
medicine on the grounds that the report dealt with Bolam
negligence rather than neglect.

“In reality, no precise dividing line between a gross failure to
provide basic medical attention and a failure to provide
medical attention.”

Will depend on the nature of the alleged failure.
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Cont …

Consider:

a) Does report/evidence go further than it
legitimately can/should in the context of the
inquest process?

b) If so should the report be adapted to make,
‘coroner friendly’ both in terminology and in
relation to the appropriate legal test to be
applied?

Failure to disclose

• Goodson (ibid) : the family didn't’t seek to place expert
evidence before the Court. Comment made that had they
done so it may have cast a different light on the matter as
to whether expert evidence should have been called.

• R (Mulholland) v HM Coroner for St Pancreas [2003] EWHC
2612 (Admin) : part way through the inquest family sought
adjournment on basis of evidence from an A&E consultant
not before the Court which disagreed with the pathologist’s
evidence. The Coroner refused the request. After the
inquest the family obtained reports from an A&E
Consultant and Neurosurgeon showing that deceased
would have survived a head injury. Held: no evidence to
support gross neglect.
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Cont…

• R (Bloom) v HM Assistant Deputy Coroner for
Northern District of London [2004] EWHC 3071
(Admin): Family failed to disclose a supportive
report and after the inquest obtained a second
supportive report and asked for inquest to be
quashed. Court made no criticism of the Coroner
but allowed application in the interests of justice.
They stated that it was not, ‘decisive that the
applicant could have asked questions or raised
issues at the inquest but failed to do so.’

Statistical Evidence 

R (on the application of Chidlow) v HM Senior Coroner for Blackpool 
and Fylde [2019] EWHC 581 (Admin):

• 5 pathologists instructed to ascertain medical cause of death. All 
agreed unascertainable.

• Coroner called evidence from independent A&E consultant to 
address whether a delay by the ambulance service in attending was 
causative of death.

• Expert opined that based on the PM’s he was able to exclude a 
number of possibilities as being the underlying cause for a cardiac 
arrest.

• He referenced the Denver study, which indicated that 80% of 
patients attended to prior to going into cardiac arrest survive, in 
support of his contention that on the balance of probabilities the 
delay was causative of death.
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"Again, having noted Mr (sic) Andrews' evidence on 
survivability, it seems to me that, in the absence of 

knowing the medical cause of death, it would be unsafe 
to put before this jury the possibility of returning any 

neglect rider. It cannot be established, in my judgment, 
that the rendering of care would have prevented the 

death if we do not know what the cause of death was. 
Further, I am not at all satisfied that the conduct (and I 

deal with this generally) of the police and/or ambulance 
personnel is capable of amounting to a gross failure for 

the purposes of neglect.”

• Accordingly the Coroner declined, on the basis that it
was Galbraith unsafe, to leave neglect and/or causation
(namely whether the delay more than minimally,
negligibly or trivially contributed to death).

The Divisional Court

“This case raises the question of whether causation can be proved by statistical 
evidence as to the prospects that Mr Bibby might have survived had he received expert 

treatment in good time.”

“Causation should be left where there is evidence upon which the jury could properly 
and safely find that, on the balance of probabilities, the event or omission had more 

than minimally, negligibly or trivially contributed to death.”

“In considering whether it is safe to leave such an issue to the jury, a coroner must 
have regard to all relevant evidence. In addition to evidence relating to the particular 

deceased and the circumstances of his or her death, that may include general 
statistical evidence drawn from population data such as the rate of survival in a 

particular group”

“As Croom-Johnson LJ put it, being a figure in a statistic does not of itself prove 
causation.”
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Inquests

Legal Aid Funding 

November 2019

Inquests – Legal Aid Funding: General Information

 Civil Legal Aid funding available to individuals to receive advice 

for inquest matters regarding the death of a member of the 

individual’s family.

 Inquests as inquisitorial proceedings and for majority of matters 

legal advice and assistance is sufficient to represent client’s 

interests without the need for advocacy within the inquest itself.

 For a minority of inquest matters funding for advocacy services is 

available subject to certain criteria being met.

 Presentation will cover the funding process in this category. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 

2
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Inquests – Legal Help: General 

 Legal Help is the appropriate level of service for Inquest matter 

starts.

 For providers who hold contracts with the Legal Aid Agency (LAA) 

this level of service is a delegated responsibility and matters can 

be opened without submitting an application (subject to usual 

contractual rules).

 For providers who do not hold contracts an application for an 

individual case contract should be submitted to the Exceptional 

and Complex Casework Team (ECC).

 Legal Help is defined as provision of legal services other than 

issuing/conducting proceedings and advocacy related work. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – Legal Help: Applicable Rates

 Work conducted must be charged at the applicable Legal Help 

hourly rates found in Schedule 1 of the Remuneration 

Regulations 2013. The appropriate rates are determined by the 

underlying category of law giving rise to the inquest.

 If none of the category specific rates can be applied the rates for 

miscellaneous matters should be applied to the Legal Help file.

 In matters when advocacy is required an application for “Other 

Legal Services” must be made to the ECC Team.

 If successful a separate funding certificate will be issued in 

respect of the advocacy work required. This work is conducted at 

a higher hourly rate than Legal Help (rates in Schedule 4 of the 

Remuneration Regulations 2013).

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – Legal Help: Things to note

 Legal Help is a non contributory level of service (unlike Other 
Legal Services, which may require a financial contribution from 
the client).

 If the client is not financially eligible it is open to providers to 
apply to the ECC team for the financial eligibility limits to be 
waived and Legal Help funding to be granted.

 In this scenario Legal Help is not a delegated function and 
providers must wait for the ECC Team to grant funding before 
proceeding (any costs incurred potentially at risk).

 Regulation 10 of The Civil Legal Aid (Financial Resources and 
Payment for Services) Regulations 2013 says that the Director 
may, if the Director considers it equitable to do so, disapply the 
eligibility limits in respect of a Legal Help inquest application. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – Legal Help: Things to note

 If you have a matter open under Legal Help and are granted a 

certificate for advocacy work under Other Legal Services the two 

strands of the case should be administered as two separate files 

in order to successfully bill the cases.

 Boundary between Legal Help and Other Legal Services -

Advocacy costs should not be included on the Legal Help file.

 Payments on account not available under Legal Help.

 McKenzie Friend: Provider can attend Inquest hearing when 

reasonable to do so but Other Legal Services not in place. Can 

provide advice and assistance within hearing but not advocacy 

and reasonable work is payable at Legal Help rates. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – Legal Help: Billing

 Paid as a fixed fee matter unless the relevant profit cost threshold 

for the category of law is met at which point the matter becomes 

as Escape Case and is remunerated at the hourly rates cost of 

the matter.

 Escape Cases to be submitted to the LAA’s Jarrow office and are 

assessed by the teams based in Jarrow or Liverpool.

 Use of reject checklist ensures all administrative requirements 

are met (link in guidance section at end of presentation).

 If you have an advocacy certificate linked to the Legal Help file 

ensure that the costs of each section are billed separately. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – Legal Help: Billing 

 Ensure Legal Help form and means evidence is submitted and 

easily located on the file. If a financial eligibility waiver has been 

granted this should be made clear.

 Double check correct hourly rates applied before submission.

 Disbursement vouchers – correct format. Must show the work 

undertaken, the time taken and the hourly rate charged.

 File in support of claim required – can be submitted electronically 

 Time required to complete work must be supported by 

attendance notes. Reasonableness is key issue for assessment.

 Time taken to consider complex materials in respect of inquest 

above standard times – reasons should be clarified on file notes. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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ECF – Other Legal Services  - the application 

Application is via CCMS if by a contracted provider  (mandatory) If 

approved will get a grant for other legal services with a cost limit .

This determination is not delegated to providers 

A case plan is required with any application if it is estimated that 

costs for other legal services will go over £25,000 with cost schedule 

etc   

There is another financial test and if required another waiver – other 

legal services – can waive both contribution and /or eligibility 

ECF can backdate to date of application (discretion is ours)  we do 

ordinarily  need a completed valid application

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Criterion for ECF ( other legal services)  

There are two grounds for granting legal aid for representation at an 

inquest. 

The first is that it is required by Article 2 ECHR. 

The second is where the Director makes a “wider public interest 

determination” in relation to the individual and the inquest. 

: 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Recap on the criterion 

Pursuant to section 10(3) of the LASPO  Article 2 ECHR may require 

legal aid to be granted for representation before the Coroners’ Court

Funding will be granted where 

The procedural obligation under Article 2 ECHR arises and, in the 

particular circumstances of the case, representation for the family of 

the deceased is required to discharge it. 

In effect this is a two stage test. 

LAA must  be satisfied that the procedural obligation under Article 2 

ECHR arises and then whether funded representation is required to 

discharge the procedural obligation

. 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Recap on criterion 

Wider Public Interest 

Section 10(4) of LASPO

Applicant can qualify  for legal aid, if  a “wider public interest 

determination” in relation to the applicant and the inquest is made

“wider public interest determination” is a determination that, in the 

particular circumstances of the case, the provision of advocacy for 

the individual for the purposes of the inquest is likely to produce 

significant benefits for a class of person, other than the applicant 

and members of the applicant’s family. 

For a wider public interest determination to be made the wider public 

interest must be ‘significant’.  

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Lord Chancellors Guidance 

To be successful the application must address the criterion 

The LAA must have regard to LC Guidance and  any Case Law 

June 2018 LC guidance made 2 important changes 

Financial Evidence 

Means – family evidence requirements –we now only need financial 
information from one family member – you decide 

who is  family?  –we follow definitions set out in Family Law act –
former partner not included , but cohabitees same sex partners –
blood relatives are 

NB family legal conflict 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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2 types – Automatic or none automatic 

Automatic there is a presumption –of grant for a violent death in 

state detention (including arrest, pursuit or intentional killing by the 

state) – we refer to this as automatic obligation – we do not need 

lots of details – key facts only –

Non- automatic

E.g. Deprivation of Liberty order , Mental heath care – not sectioned  

These are  facts specific we will  need to see the circumstances of 

the death - documents useful –

Wider Public Interest cases – again  fact specific – so we will require 

detailed information 

Coroners view on article 2 is important but it is not determinative –

LAA make the funding determination 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Legal Aid Action Plan Review  - LASPO 

There is a full review of the means test – will include the financial 

tests in inquests 

ECF – review can it be made simpler – will include inquests 

Stakeholder meetings – run by MOJ  

Already a MoJ commitment to the Legal Help Waiver being 

backdated 

Do get in touch with MOJ if interested in either 

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – LAA Guidance Documents

 Standard Civil Contract 2018: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/standard-civil-contract-
2018

 Civil Costs Assessment Guidance 2018: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/737499/Costs_Assessment_Guidance
_2018_-_Version_1.pdf

 Escape Case Claim form and Reject Checklist: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/escape-fee-case-claim-
forms

 Inquests – Exceptional Funding – Provider Pack: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/610324/provider-inquest-pack.pdf

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Inquests – LAA Guidance Documents

 Prior Authorities Guidance including use of QC: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/syst
em/uploads/attachment_data/file/737505/Guidance_on_authoritie
s_and_legal_aid_for_cases_in_courts_outside_England_and_W
ales_August_2018_clean_copy.pdf

 Escape Cases Electronic Handbook: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/submit-an-escape-
fee-case-claim

 Civil Legal Aid (Remuneration) Regulations 2013: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/422/contents/made

 Civil Legal Aid (Merits Criteria) Regulations 2013: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/all?title=Civil%20Legal%20Aid%20
%28Merits%20Criteria%29%20Regulations%20

Inquests - Legal Aid Funding 
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Crowdfunding 
for inquests
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November 2019



What is CrowdJustice?

CrowdJustice is the platform built for funding legal advice and representation. 

£10+ million
raised

300,000+
backers

7 Supreme
Court cases

350+
firms
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 How it works

Client gets in touch with 
lawyer

Client signs up to CrowdJustice Fundraising takes place

Legl verifies lawyer is 
instructed

Legl conducts 
AML checks on 

client

Funds transferred to lawyer’s 
client account

Legl does AML checks 
on all donors

Via your Legl Account, lawyers can access 
info about their matters and easily invite 

clients to find out more

Legl sends lawyer & 
client amount breakdown



Adverse costs risk

➔ Costs Capping Order

➔ ATE premium

➔ Risk management: funds to cover some of 
the potential exposure

Disbursements (incl. when working on a CFA)

➔ Expert reports, court fees, bundles

➔ Counsel’s fees

Lawyers’ fees

➔ Initial investigatory work: e.g. £2-5k for 
advice and letter or opinion from counsel

➔ Can raise funds in stages thereafter, 
whether to pay all fees, or supplement 
private funding

Other

➔ For campaigns run by registered charities, 
unused funds are retained at the end of the 
campaign for general purposes, with no 
reporting requirements to CrowdJustice or 
backers

Examples of how funds raised are used



Tim Johnson Law

Dr Chris Day established whistleblowing 
protection for junior doctors in an employment 
tribunal case that went to the Court of Appeal.

 £244,000 raised        4,300 backers

Gordon Dadds

A group of lecturers and academics sought 
specialist pensions advice from Gordon Dadds 
and a QC on changes to their pension scheme. 

 £50,000 raised        2,000 backers

Private 

A woman sought initial legal advice, via her 
friends and family, for an employment matter.

 £5,000 raised           23 backers

Types of funding – from high profile to private



Hudgell Solicitors

Families of the victims of serial killer Stephen 
Port raised funds for representation at the four 
inquests held together in Walthamstow.

 £12,435 raised        343 backers

Irwin Mitchell 

Parents of Natasha Abrahart raised funds for 
representation at inquest after their daughter 
was one of eleven students who took their own 
lives at Bristol University.  

 £28,027 raised        718 backers

Minton Morrill

Family of Libby Rose raised funds to instruct an 
expert and to make submissions to the Coroner 
to appeal the decision not to hold an inquest 
into Libby’s death. 

 £5,575 raised           198 backers

Case studies - inquests



Birnberg Peirce

Family of Charlie Nokes who died in prison on 
an IPP sentence raised funds to prepare for the 
inquest and for representation at inquest. 

 £6,553 raised        276 backers

Irwin Mitchell 

Family of Shay Martyn Turner raised funds for 
representation at inquest after their son died in 
hospital after receiving incorrect treatment.

 £28,027 raised        718 backers

Leigh Day  

Family of Colette McCulloch raised funds for a 
judicial review of the Coroner’s decision to fully 
investigate the circumstances of their 
daughter’s death. 

 £17,395 raised           348 backers

Case studies - inquests



What makes a successful campaign? 

A motivated client

Someone outside the legal team 
who’s motivated to campaign and 
reach out to friends, family and 
others in their network.

First 48 hours are key

Early momentum is key, so 
preparation before launch is 
important in achieving success and 
hitting target. 

We support the person raising 
funds

You will be provided with tools and 
guidance from our Campaigns Team.

Social beats press

While having great press can be 
helpful, more than 70% of pledges 
come from social and emails. Not 
from press/media coverage.

£35 average donation

Is what we’ve seen on public cases. 
Can then estimate how many 
pledges are needed to hit your 
target, based on their network.

5% conversion rate on page

Around 5% of people who visit a page 
convert to a pledge. 



Easily view and manage clients



Questions?

Contact Lauren Watson (Legal 
Partnerships Manager) at Legl 
for more information:

lauren@legl.com
0203 951 0159

mailto:lauren@legl.com
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Private 
Funding and 
CFAs
Dominic Woodhouse

• Private fee-paying agreement

• When to use a CFA? 

• What should the risk assessment cover? 
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What does the retainer cover? 

• What are you instructed to do? 

• Where another retainer runs alongside legal aid for the inquest, be 
very careful to define the scope of the agreement

• Avoid argument and uncertainty and spell out in broad terms the 
work the agreement is intended to cover

• ‘What is covered by this agreement…’

• Inter partes challenge

• Own client challenge? 

Paying your solicitor is so 2012…
HOWARD KENNEDY LLP v SPARTAFIELD LTD [2019] EWHC 1218 (Ch) – use of an 

estimate in solicitor-client assessment

ERIC CHRISTOPHER DUNBAR v VIRGO CONSULTANCY SERVICES LTD (2019) Sen 
Cts Costs Office (Master Leonard) 12/02/2019 – limitation on charges for 

inadequate costs advice

MR H TV LTD v ARCHERFIELD PARTNERS LLP (2019) Sen Cts

Costs Office (Master McCloud) 21/10/2019

– client consent to costs incurred
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CFAs - Risk Assessments

• Solicitors set the success fee at 100% within their CFAs regardless of 
risk

• The dispute centred on whether the client had expressly or impliedly 
"approved" the success fee so as to give rise to the presumption in 
r.46.9(3)(a) that it was reasonably incurred, and in r.46.9(3)(b) that it was 
reasonable in amount. 

NICKY HERBERT v HH LAW LTD [2019] EWCA Civ 527
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•  "Approval" in r.46.9(3) (a) and (b) meant approval given following a full 
and fair explanation to the client. The overall burden of showing that 
informed consent had been given was on the solicitor. 

• Here, an informed approval would have required the solicitors to 
explain to the client (before she retained them) that, when setting 
success fees, they took no account of the risk in individual cases, but 
charged 100% as standard.

• Litigation risk remained a relevant factor when determining a success 
fee

NICKY HERBERT v HH LAW LTD [2019] EWCA Civ 527

Risk Assessments

CPR 46.9 (4):

Where the court is considering a percentage increase on the application 
of the client, the court will have regard to all the relevant factors as they 

reasonably appeared to the solicitor or counsel when the conditional 
fee agreement was entered into or varied.
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Risk Assessments

• Detail your knowledge of the claim and the issues, and the source of it

• Explain in a balanced manner the pros and cons

• Make the assessment credible, and get across your ‘feel’ for the case 
and the client

• Provide the client with a copy and any additional explanation 
necessary to properly understand it

A note on Maths…

• A mathematical approach can be useful

• If you use formulae to weight your assessment and 
determine the uplift, ensure they are spelt out and capable of 
bearing scrutiny

• Show your working!
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A Short Point on Proportionality

SUZANNE WEST v STOCKPORT NHS FOUNDATION TRUST : LEE 
THOMAS DEMOUILPIED v STOCKPORT NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 
[2019] EWCA Civ 1220 

• If costs are disproportionate following detailed assessment, further 
assessment should not be line-by-line, but should consider categories of cost, 
specific periods where particular costs were incurred, or particular parts of 
the profit costs. 

• Inquest costs will likely be susceptible to this compartmentalised approach

• Is attendance at the inquest likely to be a reasonable and proportionate 
method of gathering evidence for use in the claim?

• If your client is liable for any shortfall in costs, are you advising them of 

the likely extent of recovery of those costs before they’re incurred? 
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Thank you for listening!

Dominic Woodhouse

Dominic.woodhouse@pic.legal

Tel: 01302 244428

mailto:Dominic.woodhouse@
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Learning from inquests
Charles Austin

Complete Counsel

Charles.Austin@completecounsel.co.uk

Outline

• Prevention of future death reports (PFD report). 

• Ensuring that the action plan is followed through. 

• Coroner’s ability to refer to the Crown Prosecution Service. 

• Coroner’s ability to refer to the Nursing and Midwifery Council or 
General Medical Council. 

• Care Quality Commission as an interested party. 
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Prevention of future death report (PFD 
report) - overview
• Often referred to as Regulation 28 report. 

• Coroners have a duty not just to decide how somebody came by their 
death but also, where appropriate, to report about that death with a 
view to preventing future deaths. 

• Under the old rules (Rule 43 of the Coroners Rules 1984), the coroner 
had a discretion to make a report. Under the Coroners and Justice Act 
2009 the coroner has a duty to make a report where a concern is 
identified. 

• Responsibility for reports was transferred from the Ministry of Justice 
to the Chief Coroner’s office on 1 April 2013. 

PFD reports – the intended aim

• Chief Coroner’s Guidance Note No. 5 – reports to prevent future deaths, 
paragraphs 5 and 6:

‘Broadly speaking reports should be intended to improve public 
health, welfare and safety. They should not be unduly general in their 
content; sweeping generalisations should be avoided. They should be 
clear, brief, focused, meaningful and, wherever possible, designed to 
have practical effect. 

Reports are important, but they are ‘ancillary to the inquest 
procedure and not its mainspring’ (Re Kelly (deceased) (1996) 161 JP 
417. In an Article 2 inquest the report may complete the state’s duty 
to inquire fully (see R (Lewis) v HM Coroner for the Mid and North 
Division of the County of Shropshire [2009] EWCA Civ 1403).’
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Coroner’s and Justice Act 2009 Schedule 5 
paragraph 7
• The duty arises where: 

a) a coroner has been conducting an investigation under this Part into a person’s 
death; 

b) anything revealed by the investigation gives rise to a concern that circumstances 
creating a risk of other deaths will occur, or will continue to exist, in the future; 
and 

c) in the coroner’s opinion, action should be taken to prevent the occurrence or 
continuation of such circumstances, or to eliminate or reduce the risk of death 
created by such circumstances. 

• ‘Concern’ for this purpose has a relatively low threshold – Hallett LJ as 
Westminster Assistant Deputy Coroner in the 7/7 Bombing Inquest 2011. 

• The report need not be restricted to matters causative of death. Reference 
in paragraph 7(1)(b) to anything. It does not stipulate ‘in similar 
circumstances’. 

Coroner’s Investigations Regulations 2013

• Regulation 28(4), The Coroner:
a) must send a copy of the report to the Chief Coroner and every interested person 

who in the coroner’s opinion should receive it;
b) must send a copy of the report to the appropriate Local Safeguarding Children 

Board (which has the same meaning as in regulation 24(3)) where the coroner 
believes the deceased was under the age of 18; and

c) may send a copy of the report to any other person who the coroner believes may 
find it useful or of interest.

• Regulation 28(5) On receipt of a report the Chief Coroner may—
a) publish a copy of the report, or a summary of it, in such manner as the Chief 

Coroner thinks fit; and
b) send a copy of the report to any person who the Chief Coroner believes may find it 

useful or of interest.
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Responding to a PFD report

• Must respond in writing (Coroners and Justice Act 2009 Sch.5 para 7(2)) within 56 days of 
the date on which it is sent (Coroners (Investigations Regulations 2013) reg.29(4)). 

• Period can be extended by the coroner – reg.29(5). 

• Response must (a) contain details of action that has been or is proposed to be taken and 
set out a timetable for this or (b) explain why no action is proposed – reg.29(3). 

• A responder may make written representations to the coroner about the release or 
publication of the response by no later than the response itself (re.29(8) and (9)). 

• Coroner must pass any representations to the Chief Coroner for their consideration. 

• Any response must be sent to the Chief Coroner and any interested party. 

• Coroner may also send a copy to any other person they believe may find it of interest. 

Timing of a PFD report

• Ordinarily made after the inquest has concluded. Regulation 28(3) stipulates ‘a 
report may not be made until the coroner has considered all the documents, 
evidence and information that in the opinion of the corner are relevant to the 
investigation’.  

• However, Chief Coroner’s Guidance Note No.5 provides the following:

‘Previously,undertheversionofRule43whichwassubstitutedbytheCoroners (Amendment) Rules 
2008, the coroner’s concern could only arise from evidence given at the inquest. Now, however, 
the concern may arise from ‘anything revealed by the investigation’ (including the inquest). The 
wording of para.7 of Schedule 5 therefore permits a report to be made before an inquest is 
heard (so long as the pre-condition is complied with). Where, for example, the coroner 
concludes that there is an urgent need for action he/she may report with a view to action being 
taken without delay. The Regulation 28(3) pre-condition may be satisfied during the 
investigation but before inquest when the coroner takes the view that there is unlikely to be 
more material to come on the matter of concern.’
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PFD reports ancillary to the main inquest

• Under the previous system it was held that the coroner’s power to 
report fact is ancillary to the inquest procedure - Re Kelly (1996) 161 
J.P. 417, DC; see also Re Clegg (1996) 161 J.P. 521. 

• Change from ‘power’ to ‘duty’ has strengthened the importance of 
the PFD reports, however no reason to consider that PFD reports 
were intended to be a basis for holding a fresh inquest. 

• Strasbourg case law requires the state’s own article 2 complaint 
inquiry must ascertain ‘any shortcomings in the operation of the 
regulatory system’ even if they were not causative of death - R. 
(Lewis) v Mid and North Shropshire Coroner [2009] EWCA Civ. 1403.

A letter instead of a report

• The coroner may choose to write a letter expressing concern(s) to the 
relevant person or organisation. 

• Trusts may look to avoid a report by writing to the coroner informing 
him or her what steps they have done. Must assess whether this is 
sufficient in light of the evidence heard. 
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Jury inquests

• A jury is not permitted to make riders or recommendations- R v West 
London Coroner, ex parte Gray [1988] 1 QB 467.

• Coroners should not invite juries to make any kind of observation. 
Juries should be directed not to express an opinion on any matter 
other than the section 5 matters to be ascertained (who, how, when 
and where). 

Referral to the CPS and other regulatory 
bodies
• The coroner’s court is inquisitorial and not accusatorial in nature. ‘Nothing that is 

done will be conclusive upon the person to be affected by it. All is traversable.’ 
(per Lord Tenterden CJ Garnett v Ferrand (1827) 6 B&C 611, at page 627)

• Conclusions imputing criminal responsibility to a named person have disappeared 
from the coroner’s court - R. v Crown Prosecution Service Ex p. Hitchens 
Unreported June 13, 1997, DC.  

• The inquest conclusion may not be framed in a way that appears to determine 
criminal responsibility. 

• Most obvious example that could lead to a referral to the CPS is unlawful killing. It 
is worth noting that an individual cannot rely upon article 8 of the ECHR to avoid 
a conclusion of unlawful killing - R. (Evans) v Cardiff and Vale of Glamorgan 
Coroner [2011] EWCA Civ. 719. 
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Continued…

• In most cases any referral will already have taken place. Duty of self 
referral. 

• More likely that the matter would be referred back to the CPS rather than 
referred for the firs time. 

• If coroner had serious concerns about the evidence of a witness could 
make a PFD report during the inquest. More likely that will occur after the 
conclusion of the inquest. 

• A coroner is unlikely to hear a case if there is a pending CPS investigation or 
planned criminal trial. 

• CPS is under no obligation to prosecute if matter referred to them. But the 
DPP will generally be required to give reasons for not prosecuting in 
respect of the death. 

CQC as an interested party

• More likely than not that they will already be an interested party. 

• Usually take a passive role at inquests. 
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Questions?
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Coroner’s Perspective

on Healthcare Inquests

Fiona Borrill

HM Area Coroner, Manchester City

AvMA Representing Families at Inquests 

– A Practical Guide

The Chief Coroner

• On appointment, The first Chief Coroner

HHJ Peter Thornton stated his aims were to 

provide:

✓ ‘Quality and uniformity’

✓ ‘National consistency of approach and       

standards between Coroner areas’

✓ ‘Openness, inclusiveness, thoroughness 

and fairness’ 

✓ ‘Bereaved families at the heart of the 

process’
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The Chief Coroner

• The second Chief Coroner HHJ 

Mark Lucraft QC has reaffirmed 

those aims

The Chief Coroner 

• Fifth Annual Report of the Chief Coroner 

to the Lord Chancellor 2017 – 2018

• New Model Coroner Area being drafted –

for the Sixth Report
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Positive developments in 

encouraging consistency
• Mandatory training for all Senior, Area and Assistant 

Coroners, including recent training on healthcare inquests

• Introduction of a mentoring scheme for newly appointed 

Assistant Coroners

• Core competencies for Assistant Coroners –

guidance provided by Chief Coroner

• Open and transparent recruitment processes –

Chief Coroner’s nominee involved in process

• Chief Coroner’s one day courses for Coroners on, for 

example, deaths in prison

• Appraisal Scheme for Assistant Coroners

• Chief Coroner’s one day mandatory training –

Senior and Areas Coroners

The issues leading to 

variations in approach
• The Coroner service is a local service, not a 

national structure.

• Coroners appointed and paid locally

• The service is funded locally

• Support staff employed locally by police and 

local authorities

Therefore inconsistency in the provision of 

services – see Report of the Chief Coroner to 

the Lord Chancellor 2017-18
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Resources

• Additional staffing required in many 

jurisdictions

• Desirability of working from one building

• Mergers?

• Digital/paper

Coroners Officers

• Arrangements for provision of CO’s vary 

around the country

• Some employed by Local Authorities, 

some by Police.  In some areas by both.
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Coroners Officers

• No legal definition of what a CO is or does

• Not trained investigators but in some 

jurisdictions investigating and reviewing 

files

However mandatory Coroners Officer 

training for over 600 officers currently 

employed is in its fifth year.

Variations in Coroners’ 

approach: Disclosure

• Section 13 Coroners (Inquest) Rules 2013 

– ‘where a person asks…’

• Is a properly interested person required to 

request disclosure, or should it be 

volunteered?

• Impact on the day-to-day work of the 

Coroner’s office
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Representation

• Provide contact details of AvMA/INQUEST 

/Bar Pro Bono Unit

• Letter in support of an application for 

exceptional case funding – see Chief 

Coroners Guidance

• See Chief Coroner’s Annual Report to the 

Lord Chancellor regarding the issue of 

Exceptional Case Funding (legal aid)

Benefits to Coroner of family 

being legally represented

• Provision of chronologies

• If there are family concerns, share the family’s 

statement with the Coroner

• Submissions on scope/Article 2

• Seeing the bigger picture/identifying witnesses/gaps 

in the evidence

• In court, submissions on conclusion/jury questions 

and directions
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Advocates Handling of 

Witnesses

• Trauma

• Fear of giving evidence

• Terminology

Benefits to Coroner of family 

being legally represented

• Preparation for the inquest: if issues arise, tell the 

Coroner sooner rather than later

• Attend pre-inquest review hearings and encourage 

the family of the deceased to attend

• Ensure the family is aware of the limitations of the 

inquest process

• Engage with the family in court – e.g. have family 

member within sight 
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The Future

• Exceptional Case Funding Guidance 

(Inquests) 

• Inquests without a hearing?

• A national service??

The Future (2)
• Post-implementation review of the Coroner reforms in 

the CJA 2009 due to be published by the government –

Still has not been published!  Consultation ended 31st

December 2015!

• Medical Examiner system – aiming to reduce the number 

of deaths being reported to Coroners unnecessarily and 

reduce number of post mortem examinations

✓ Pathology services?

✓ Not mandatory

✓ Only hospital deaths currently

✓ Inconsistent introduction across Trusts

• Pathology Services
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Still Births

• Ongoing consultation

• Closed 18th June 2019

• 37 Weeks plus gestation

Still Births

• Resources

• Lack of Paediatric Pathologists

• Lessons Learnt
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And Finally . . . 

• Maughan

• Standard of Proof

• Supreme Court Jan/Feb 2019

• More ‘Suicide’ Conclusions

Conclusions in 

Healthcare Inquests

• Misadventure

• Accident

• Narrative

• Neglect as a rider
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The Inquest and subsequent civil claims 

Patrick Sadd 

AVMA Liverpool  21 November 2019

Why inquest matters to civil claim 

• Evidence gathering – disclosure – discretion 
• Hospital & GP records, complaints documentation, SUIR,

• Witnesses and statements
• Assessment

• Experts commissioned
• Report

• Conclusion given
• Neglect 

• Impression
• Admissions

BUT Coroner no power to award costs 
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Principles of costs recovery : 
Gibson : relevance – use – linked to D  

➢ Starting point : inquest costs can be recovered by successful C 
in civil claim if they are ‘of and incidental’ to the civil claim -
Senior Courts Act 1981 s.51(1) – reasonableness & 
proportionality stil follow : CPR 44

➢ Re Gibson’s Settlement Trusts [1981] Ch 179

➢ Ross v Owners of Bowbelle [1997] Lld Rep 196 

➢ Roach v Home Office [2010] QB 256

➢ Powell v Chief Constable of West Midlands – 2018 

➢ Douglas v Ministry of Justice [2018] 1 WLUK 18

➢ Fullick v Commissioner of Police for Metropolis [2019]

- See also LC Exceptional Funding Guidance ( Inquests) 2018

Exceptional Funding Guidance – inquests 
June 2018 

Funding for representation at inquests is currently provided under 
the exceptional case funding scheme. The Lord Chancellor’s 
guidance, which lists the factors caseworkers must consider when 
granting funding, will be updated to better support families going 
through the application process.

The guidance now makes it clear that legal aid is likely to be 
awarded for representation of the bereaved at an inquest following 
the non-natural death or suicide of a person detained by police, in 
prison or in a mental health unit.

It adds that particular consideration should be given to the 
circumstances of the bereaved, for example the distress and anxiety 
suffered as a result of the death, when caseworkers are deciding 
whether to apply the financial means test.
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Roach v Home Office 2010 (1) 

Facts : 

➢ 2004 : Suicide in prison 

➢ 2005 : parents obtain LA ‘exceptional’ funding ; 

➢ March 2007 : 14 day inquest March : counsel & sols – narrative 
verdict : no training & safeguards ; 

➢ June 2007 : claim  in negligence and HRA 

➢ Oct 2007 : settled £10,000 + reasonable costs  - C’s costs £67,000 –
90% inquest ; 

➢ May 2008 : Senior Costs Master → ½ inquest costs : assist coroner & 
obtain evidence necessary for civil claim 

➢ C appeals proportion 

➢ D : inquest has to take place irrespective of civil claim – not court 
proceeding – no power to award costs

Roach v Home Office 2010 (2) 

Davis J 

➢ no rule that costs in one set of proceedings were never  recoverable 
as costs ‘of and incidental’ to another set of proceedings

➢ Purpose of attending inquest not decisive – relevance to civil 
proceedings central – as were reasonableness and proportionality

➢ Gibsons’ Trust : principles ✴︎✶prove use and service in claim 
✶relevance to issue(s) in claim ✶connected to D’s role

➢ Ross v Bowbelle 1997 – liability admitted before inquest : costs 
allowed for attendance at inquest to establish PSLA evidence

➢ “ The purpose of an inquest is not to be equated with the purpose (or 
relevance) of attendance at an inquest ” 

Appeal allowed : public funding not a bar : essential to have regard to 
relevance of attendance to subsequent civil claim and to reasonableness 
and proportionality of costs incurred
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Take …the case of a parent attending an inquest with lawyers, with 
no purpose at all of initiating subsequent civil proceedings 
…motivated solely by a desire to help reveal the true position for 
the purposes of the inquest. If such a parent is so disconcerted by 
what emerges at the inquest as….to change …her mind and to start 
civil proceedings, there can be no reason at all….for thereafter 
entirely precluding a claim for costs of attending the inquest, as 
being incidental to the civil proceedings, simply because at the time 
of the inquest there was no purpose of obtaining evidence to assist 
the civil proceedings. Conversely, suppose the case of a parent or 
other relative whose sole purpose in attending, with lawyers, the 
inquest is with a view to obtaining evidence to assist in 
contemplated civil proceedings. There can, in my view, be no 
reason for such a person subsequently to claim to be entitled to 
100% of such costs, as incidental to the civil proceedings, simply 
because that was his or her sole purpose at the time. 

Powell v C C of West Midlands  2018 
(1)  - Bailii

Facts : 

➢ 2003 : death in custody in police van ‘tragic and appalling 
death’ 

➢ 2005 : claim issued by family members – stayed pending trial

➢ 2006 : 10 officers tried and acquitted 

➢ 2009 : 29 day inquest : jury : death hastened by being struck 
by police van, sprayed with CS gas, hit by baton and 
restrained on ground

➢ 2015 : claims settled : accepted jury verdict, 
apologised,published 96 page report of lessons learned

➢ Costs : £1,603,000 : £650,000 inquest attendance;  

Senior Costs Master Judge Gordon-Saker
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Powell (2) 

….the court has to take a fairly broad, realistic, approach to the 
questions of (1) whether the inquest work proved of use and service in 
the civil claim, was relevant to issues in the civil claim, or was attributable 
to the Defendant’s conduct and (2) whether the work was necessary 
and reasonable. I bear in mind in particular the emphasis placed 
on relevance by Davis J in Roach. It seems to me that the costs of 
attending the inquest to hear the evidence, to cross-examine the 
non-family witnesses and to obtain disclosure from the Defendant 
all easily fall within the Gibson’s strands and are, in principle, 
recoverable. Insofar as work was done which was ancillary to that 
evidence gathering, it is also in principle recoverable. I have in mind 
corresponding with the coroner or attending a pre-inquest review if 
that was necessary to avoid limitation of the evidence that would be 
given.

Douglas v Ministry of Justice (2018)  -
Bailii

Facts :

➢ 2013 : 18 year-old suicide following transfer from YOI to adult 
prison

➢ Sept 2014 : Failings identified by Ombudsman report

➢ Nov 2014 : Claim issued by mother : HRA (2,3,8) & negligence 

➢ Jan 2015 : GLS notified – claim stayed pending inquest 

➢ 2015 : PIRs : April/July/Sept 

➢ Oct 2015 : liability admitted to claims on form – ‘explore’ 
settlement – damages & vindication outstanding

➢ ‘My client does not consider it appropriate to address specific 
failings until the inquest has concluded. I can confirm that an 
apology in general terms will be forthcoming in due course, the 
precise wording of which is currently being finalised…” 

➢ Post Inquest : C accepts  P.36 :£13,500 – Inquest costs :£83,000
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Douglas v MoJ 2017 (2) 

➢ Inquest considered potential failings of wide range of 
organisations

Master Leonard : 

➢ Wrong to disallow all time spent at inquest 

➢ New evidence of failures emerged  not irrelevant

➢ Work on apportioning liability did not meet Gibson test 

➢ Submissions designed to secure a verdict recoverable 

➢ ‘the recoverability of the costs relating to the remainder of the 
inquest proceedings depended on the extent to which the work done 
on a given day contributed to securing disclosure or witness 
evidence from the defendant’ 

Fullick v Commissioner of Police 
(2019)

Facts :

➢ Death of adult attending police station as witness 

➢ June 2015 : PIR 

➢ March 2016 : Family issue claim : stayed

➢ Sept 2016 : 2nd PIR 

➢ Oct 2016 :  7 day inquest – methadone & alcohol & inadequate 
police practice

➢ March 2017 : settles for £ 18,000 – costs: £122,000 

➢ Costs Master : all costs recoverable (assessed at £88,000) as 
proportionate within CPR 44.3(5) – substantial proportion of 
inquest costs recoverable
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Fullick v Commissioner of Police (2) 

“…this inquest…went a lot further than evidence gathering…it 
was very largely determining the issues and that is why 
settlement was capable of being reached without the civil 
proceedings having really needing to be progressed.”

Costs of preparation for the inquest :

“this is actually having input into the inquest to ensure that the 
evidence is before the coroner should be considering, and the 
jury as it emerged, and expect a liability and I think it just 
artificial to say that work done and preparation for the inquest in 
taking those steps that somehow is not part of the civil claim. I see 
this all as, so far, as preparatory to the civil claim."

."

Fullick v Commissioner of Police (3) 

Slade J :

o Gibson test still relevant 

o Relevance : fact sensitive

o Relevant that by time of inquest D had not conceded cause of 
death or defects in procedure

o PIR hearings : causation evidence – questions for expert

o Issues raised in civil claim not only financial – HRA claim

o Ask : has inquest outcome led to civil claim compromise

o ‘It may be necessary and would be prudent to stand back to consider 
whether the total costs of participation in the Inquest are 
proportionate to its utility and relevance to outstanding issues in 
the civil claim.” 

o Appeal allowed on limited items
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AVMA issues : 

➢ Admissions at door of coroner’s court 

➢ Recovering costs as a head of damage in a civil claim settling 
ahead of inquest 

➢ Demonstrating attempts to settle post-inquest to shore up 
inquest costs

➢ Fullick 

➢ Using Article 2 to make an HRA claim – Rabone’s heirs

➢ Smith v (1) Lancashire & others

Admissions at the door of the 
Coroner’s court

Scenario : death of newborn child in hospital – psychological 
reaction of parents – internal investigation – SUIR – inquest : 
PIR – expert & witnesses – claim intimated – admission on 
morning of inquest

➢ Attendance justified ? 

➢ Subsequent risk on costs ? 

Response : Questions remain for parents 

Regulation 28 – PFD report 

See Roach & Fullick

Costs : Involvement of parent in process of inquest 
investigation prompts settlement
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Claim settles pre-inquest : seeking to 
recover inquest costs as future loss

Unusual scenario :

➢ Fatality on bridge construction site – HSE prosecution –
inquest adjourned – civil FAA claim settled – family want to 
attend inquest to urge regulation 28 prevent future death 
report – What’s your view ? 

➢ Clin neg claim against separate medics in private care –
judgment against D1 : damages to be assessed – liability claim 
continuing against D2 – coroner adjourns inquest pending 
conclusion of liability trial – attendance at inquest? What’s 
your view ?

❑In principal no bar to claiming the costs of attendance 
as part of FAA claim as future loss 

Using Article 2 to bring a claim where 
FAA does not apply 

➢ Under FAA 1976 s.1A bereavement award : excludes parents 
and siblings of adult child 

➢ Under HRA 1998 – s.6 : NHS Trust is a ‘public authority’

➢ s.7 : bringing proceedings : show that victim of unlawful act –
broadly cast : parents and siblings ; s.8(3) – grant of 
relief/remedy = damages – ‘just satisfaction’ Art.41/CHR

➢ Article 2 : positive operational obligation to protect patients

➢ Rabone [2012] : 

➢ ECtHR : family members can bring claims 

➢ Settling 1934 Act estate claim not renounce Art 2 claim

➢ Redress for non-pecuniary damage : admission of fault does not 
extinguish victim status  : £10,000 

➢ Parkinson [2018]  - the limits of an Article 2 claim in clinical setting –
systemic v specific failure  ( Humberstone 2010)
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Smith v Lancashire Teaching Hospitals 
(2017 ) 

Facts : 

➢ S & B live together as man and wife ; never married 

➢ B dies – Trusts admits negligence – FAA claim under s.1

➢ Not entitled to bereavement damages under s.1A

➢ Declaration of incompatibility 

➢ Fatal Accidents Act 1976 ( Remedial) Order 2019 :

two key changes:

to make bereavement damages available to claimants who 
cohabited with the deceased person for a period of at least two years 
immediately prior to the death; and

where both a qualifying cohabitant and a spouse is eligible 
(e.g. separated but not divorced), the award would be divided 
equally. 
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Dear Delegate 
 
We value your opinion on all aspects of this conference and use this information to improve the quality and content of our 
forthcoming events.  We would be grateful if you would spare a few moments to complete the following and either return it to the 
registration desk before you leave or send it to AvMA at your earliest convenience. 
 
1. What was the major factor in the decision to attend this conference? 
 
Interesting programme    Networking Opportunities   Cost   
Location of conference    AvMA’s reputation   Other   
 
If other, please specify: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Please rate our speakers using the following scoring system. 

 
 

Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

Chair:  Lisa O’Dwyer 
Time-Keeping:       
Contribution:       ___________________________________________ 
 

 
  Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 
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Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
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Documentation:      

 
  Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

2) Ross McWilliams 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
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Documentation:      

 
Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 
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Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
Subject Matter:      
Documentation:      
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Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
Subject Matter:      
Documentation:      

 
Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

5) Ana Samuel 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
Subject Matter:      
Documentation:      
 

Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

6) Sam Harmel 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
Subject Matter:      
Documentation:      

 
 

 

Please complete your details: 
 

Name:   _________________________  

Job Title:  _________________________  

Company:  _________________________  

E-mail:  _________________________  
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7) Malcolm Bryant 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
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Documentation:      

 
Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

8) Lauren Watson 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
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Documentation:      
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9) Dominic Woodhouse 
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Documentation:      
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Documentation:      

 
Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 

11) Fiona Borrill 
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Documentation:      
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12) Patrick Saad 

Overall Presentation:      ___________________________________________ 
Subject Matter:      
Documentation:      

 
 

3. How clear were the course aims and objectives?   Very clear     Quite clear    Not very clear    Not at all clear 
 
4. How well did the course meet the objectives? Completely    Quite well    Fairly well    Not that well    Not at all 
 
5. What did you find MOST useful about the Conference and why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 
6. What did you find LEAST useful about the Conference, and why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. What could AvMA have done to make this conference a better event? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. What topics were omitted from the programme that you feel should have been included in the course? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Excellent     Good   Satisfactory    Poor Comments 
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10. FINALLY - How did you rate the conference overall?  
 

Excellent    Good     Fair    Disappointing    
 
Comments:  __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

11. On what topics would you like AvMA to organise conferences? 

 
 
1. ____________________________________ 2.______________________________________ 
 
 

3. ____________________________________ 4.______________________________________ 
 

 
12. Do you expect that you will use the learning from this event in your work?       YES       NO 
       If YES, please say how you think you will use the learning in your work: 
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